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•ABSTRACT
indicate a medium sand (median size = 0.2055 ±0.71 mm) that has a bulk density
averaging 2.01 ±0.01 g!cm3 10cated primarily around, the edges ofthe embaymeilts. A
... .-,
medium silt (median size = 0.0201 ±0.0164 mm) with a bulk density averaging 1.44 ±
. 0.03 glcrrf is_characteristic of the middle ofthe embayments.
. .
Based on the calculated flux distribution, the estimated total diffuse discharge of
. .
groundwater to Toms River is 110 m3/day and 34 m3/day in Silver Bay. The flux
.,.
1
,p
(
distribution determined in this study provides a lower bound estimate from field-based
.measurements for, the regional, background fluid flow; it does not include the contribution
offlow focused at subaqueous springs.
2
\
· 1. INTRODUCTION
Barnegat Bay is located along the eastern coast ofNew Jersey and is typical of
'i
shallow bays found behind North America's east coast barrier island system. Studies of
------- ---- ------ -- _.- --
the Barnegat Bay system have examined ecology, salinity and circulation (Chizmadia et
aI., 1984), water quality (Watt et aI., 1994), and sedimentology (Kennish and OlssoJ.1,
1975). However, the exchange ofwater between Barnegat Bay and the underlying
aquifers has not been adequately determined. Field-verified groundwater
recharge/discharge rates are important to determine the magnitude of saltwater intrusion
in local aquifers, the concentrations ofnon-point source contaminants, and the salinity
distributions and circulation within the bay.
It is important to compare the field measurements of fluid exchange across the
sedi~ent-water interface with model-derived values, as models are useful for determining
regional flow rates, but are often inaccurate for small areas where flow may not be
uniform across large model cells. NicholsoQ (1997) has built a finite-difference numerical
flow model, based on potentiometric surface elevations of land wells and assumed aquifer
characteristics, which indicates relatively high discharge rates along the western margin of
Barnegat bay.
Lower Toms River and Silver Bay are two of the three major embayments in the
northwest portion ofBarnegat Bay, NJ (Figure 1). The other, Kettle Creek, was studied
(
in a similar study to this one (Allen, 1997). The Toms River estuary extends ~7 km east
to west and has a maximum width of 1.5 km at its mouth (total area = 8.0· 106 m2).
3

Silver Bay lies to the north of Toms River, extends' 3 kIn northeast to southwest, and has a
maximum width of 1.5 kIn about halfway up the bay (total area =4.0· 106 m2). The Silver
Bay watershed consists offour tributaries draining the Pine Barrens ofcentral New Jersey.
Three tributaries, also from the pine barrens, account for a majority ofthe Toms River
watershed. The tributaries to both bays contribute water with a relatively high total
organic content (4.7 - 19m9/l), that is also rich in humates (pH 3.9 - 6.4) and causes the
water to have an amber-brown color. All along the northwestern margin ofBamegat Bay
tributaries are acidic (pH::S 6; Patrick et aI., 1979).
The purpose ofthis study is to estimate the volume ofgroundwater that discharges
to Toms River and Silver Bay by in-situ determination ofpore pressure and hydraulic
conductivity in the shallow estuarine sediments. Estimates are made ofthe volume of
groundwater that discharges as diffuse flow through the surficial (::s 1 m) silt and clay layer
that covers most of the embayments. However, concentrated flow at localized springs or
from dredged marinas and channels was not measured in this study and may contribute
significantly to the total discharge in the embayments. The calculated diffuse discharge
will provide field verified, quantitative data to constrain the lower bound ofnumerical flow
models.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
2.1 Barnegat Bay
Barnegat Bay extends roughly north-south for approximately 48 kIn; widths vary
from 2 kIn to a maximum of6.5 kIn and depths are less than 4 m everywhere in the bay
5
(Figure 1). The barrier island complex that forms the eastern margin ofBarnegat Bay and
separates it from the Atlantic Ocean is breached only at Barnegat Inlet. The inlet allows
direct exchange ofbay water with the ocean and the highest salinity (30%0)
concentrations in Barnegat Bay are found just inside. the inlet. Otherconnections to the
ocean at Manahawking Bay (south) and through the Manasquan River (north) allow ocean
water access to Barnegat Bay, but Barnegat Inlet remains the primary seawater input to
the bay.
The average salinity for Barnegat Bay is 25%0, and some areas of the bay have
much lower salinity due to freshwater discharge. Freshwater enters the bay preferentially
along the western margin; predominately from large streams draining New Jersey Pine
Barrens (Figure 1). However, the freshwater component in the bay solely from surface
runoff does not completely account for the low average salinity in the bay and therefore
groundwater seepage must make a significant contribution (Chizmadia, et aI., 1984).
According to Chizmadia (1984) the freshwater and seawater inputs into the bay
directly influence sediment distribution. The southern areas ofthe ~ay, east ofthe
Intracostal Waterway, are dominated by well-sorted, fine sand, similar to the flood-tide
delta. at Barnegat Inlet. West of the Intracostal Waterway and north of Cedar Creek, grain
size is reduced to muddy sand and sandy mud, respectively. These finer deposits include
increased organic matter (::: 1.5 - 4.7% organic carbon; Kennish and Olsson, 1975). The
reduced grain size suggests that diminished currents occur with increased distance from
Barnegat Inlet, and reflects the contribution of rivers and creeks entering the bay which
•
rapidly dump their sediment loads. Regions of sandy deltaic mud can be found within the
6
fine-grained sediments along the western margin ofBarnegat Bay (Kennish and Olsson,
1975):
2.2 Stratigraphy of the New Jersey Coastal Plain
The New Jersey Coastal Plain is composed ofunconsolidated clay, silt, sand, and
gravel ranging in age from Cretaceous to Holocene (Appendix I). The Coastal Plain
sediments lie unconformably on Precambrian and Lower-Paleozoic bedrock. The
sediments display a wide range of depositional facies, that include marine, marginal
marine, and fluvial deposits (Schaefer, 1983). The sediments form a wedge-shaped mass
that strikes northeast-southwest and dips toward the southeast (Appendix I; Pucci, et aI,
1994).
3. METHODS
3.1 In Situ Hydraulic Conductivity Determinations
The Portable, In-Situ Pore Pressure Instrument II (pISPPI-2; Figure 2) was used
to measure pore pressure gradient and hydraulic conductivity, from which the rate of
groundwater-surface water fluid exchange in the near surface sediments of Silver Bay and
Toms River is calculated. This instrument measures differential pressure between the
bottom water and pore water at depths up to 2 m below the sediment-water interface.
During insertion of the 0.95 cm diameter PISPPI probe into shallow marine
sediments a transient, excess pressure is produced around the probe (Figure 3).
After the insertion pulse has decayed, the equilibrium pressure head which remains is the
gradient which drives vertical, near-surface flow. Knowing the values for hydraulic
conductivity (K), pressure head (dh), and the insertion depth (dl) one can solve Darcy's
7


law for fluid discharge/recharge rates:
v=(-K)(dh/dl) (Equation 1)
assuming isotropic (horizontal and vertical) hydraulic conductivity.
This instrument consists of (Figure 2) an electronics pressure case secured in a
frame with electrical connectors running to a differential pressure transducer and a remote
cable connected to a buoy at the surface. A detachable remote control with readout is
connected to the remote cable to monitor the data collection. Three flexible hydraulic lines
are connected to the differential pressure transducer. One of these lines is connected to
the probe with a 20 Ilm porous stainless steel stone attached near the tip and a second line
is a reference port which also contains a porous stone, but remains at the sediment-water
interface. The third hydraulic line is connected to either a hand-held pump or a slug unit
depending on the hydraulic conductivity of the sediment (Figure 2). The field deployment
procedure for the PISPPI-2 is summarized in Appendix II.
The PISPPI-2 uses two different testing apparati in order to cover a wide range of
hydraulic conductivities. At stations where moderate to high-conductivity (K 2: 1 . 10-2
crnls) sediment was found, a reservoir slug unit configuration was used to generate the
pressure pulse. However, data collected in this study by the slug unit proved too noisy for
analysis.
For fine-grained, low-conductivity (K::S 1 . 10-3 crnls) sediments, a hand-held pump
was used to pro'duce a repeatable pressure pulse, after the insertion pulse decayed to
equilibrium values (Figure 3). The pump produced a negative differential pressure
10
(- -88 em head), the magnitude ofwhich was determined by pumping rate, duration, and
the local permeability. The pump test produced reproducible decay curves greater in
initial pressure differential and decay duration than simple insertion. Following the decay
ofthe pump-induced pressure pulse, the PISPPI records residual differential head pressure
(Figure 3). The magnitude ofthe residual head is measured by subtracting the average
hydrostatic pre~sure (determined by zero tests conducted before insertion and after
removal of the probe) from the average post-decay residual pressure. A hydraulic gradient
is calculated by dividing the residual pressure head by the depth ofthe probe insertion.
Analysis of the test follows the method described by Bredehoeft and Papadopulos (1980).
To analyze the data (Appendix III), the pressure response curves were normalized
by dividing decay curve head values (H) by the maximum drawdown head (Ho) at the
beginning (to) of the pump test. The normalized curve is plotted with the ratio HIHo on
the arithmetic scale (y-axis) and time on the logarithmic scale (x-axis). Changes in head
(M!) are scaled changes in pressure head since the elevation head remains constant
throughout the test.
Bredehoeft and Papadopulos (1980; Appendix III) generated type curves to
determine the hydraulic properties oflow hydraulic conductivity (K < 1 . 10-7 cm/s)
formations using a short duration pulse test in place of the standard slug test. These type
curves plot HIHo (y-axis) versus Tt/rc2 (x-axis), where T is transmissivity, t is time and rc is
the radiu-s of the well casing. This set of type curves was laid over the normalized PISPPI
data. With time (bottom) axes coincident, the type curves were translated horizontally
until the observed field data fit one of the type curves (Wetzel, 1994). Equating match
11
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values of (Tt/r/ )m from both the type curve and the observed data, (tm) from the
normalized time axis, and knowing the reservoir radius (rc) and screen length (b), a value
ofhydraulic conductivity (K) was calculated for the sediment from:
K=(Tt/r/)m . (br//tm) (Equation 2)
To solve this equation for pulse tests where a physical rc is not present, laboratory
tests were run to determine the equivalent rc due to the hydraulic compliance ofthe
PlSPPI unit using the procedure recommended by Papadopulos and Bredehoeft (1980):
(Equation 3)
Where Vw is the volume of the PISPPI hydraulic system (5.8· 10-5 m3), Cw is the
compressibility ofwater, and ¥w is the density ofwater (9800N m-3) at 25°C. The value of
rc
2 for these pump tests is extremely small (1.0· 10-5 cm2;Allen, 1997).
3.2 Station Locations·
PISSPI data were collected from 3 transects within both Toms River and Silver
Bay (Figures 4 & 5). The transects (3 to 7 stations) are located at the mouth, near the
middle, and near the head ofeach embayment. At a majority of the stations the standard
. 47 cm long probe was deployed to collect PISPPI data. However, at 7 stations a longer
190 cm probe was deployed. All stations were spaced ~ 300 m apart. The location of
each station was determined by the use of a (GPS) receiv~r. The GPS data was
differentially corrected so that station positions have an accuracy of±5m (Trimble
Navigation Inc., 1994; AppendixIV)..
12
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3.3 Sediment Analysis
Immediately adjacent to selected PISPPI insertion locations, 12 gravity cores
(7.68 cm inner diameter) were collected for subsequent laboratory hydraulic conductivity
tests. Each ofthe cores were tested for bulk density (by Gamma Ray annenuation; Boyce,
1973; Appendix V), grain size distribution (sieve and pipette procedure; Galehouse, 1971;
Appendix VI), organic carbon content (gravimetric chemical oxidation; Gross, 1971;
Appendix VII), and hydraulic conductivity (constant head permeameter test; Kashef,
1986; Appendix VIII)
3.4 Hydrogeologic Analysis
The Geographic Information System (GIS) ARCIINFO was used to analyze the
gro~ux distribution in Toms River and Silver Bay. Detailed coverages of
streams, roads, and shoreline around Toms River and Silver Bay were created from four
1989 USGS 7.5" Quadrangles (Lakewood, Toms River, Point Pleasant, Seaside Park).
Another coverage included the station positions (Appendix IV).
Based on the calculated groundwater discharge velocity values at each station and
bulkdensity and sediment analysis of the cores taken at selected stations, a buffer 150 m
from the shoreline in Toms River and Silver Bay was defined (Figures 4 & 5). The buffer
separates stations exhibiting higher discharge velocity values around the perimeter of the
shoreline from stations with lower velocity values further offshore. An average discharge
velocity was calculated for the perimeter stations and the central stations. The GIS
provided determinations ofareas within 150 m oftlie shore, and for the central portions of
each bay. Total discharge was calculated by adding the products of the average interior
15
discharge velocity times the interior area and the average perimeter discharge velocity
times the perimeter area.
... 4. RESULTS
4.1 Sediment Bulk Density
Two distinct bulk densities characterize near-surface sediments from Toms River
and Silver Bay (Appendix V). Additionally, only slight bulk density changes with depth
were observed in all the cores (variations not exceeding 0.20 glcm3) with the exception of
TRT3S3. In Toms River, cores TRTlSl, TRTlS7, and TRT3S3 all have a relativity high
bulk density averaging 2.07 ±0.1 glcm3. The other 4 cores in Toms River have an
average bulk density of 1.47 ±0.07 glcm3 (Figure 6). Silver Bay sediments show bulk
densities similar to the Toms River sediments with some minor variations. In Silver Bay
only one core, (SBT2S6) showed a bulk density >2.0 glcm3 (Figure 7). The other 4
samples all showed higher bulk densities than the low-density group in Toms River, with
an average of 1.7 ±O. 15 gIcm3. However, unlike the Toms River cores, this group of 4
cores from Silver Bay show a possible further di~ision. Cores SBTlSl and SBT2S1 have
average bulk densities of 1.85 glcm3 and 1.83 glcm3 respectively while cores SBT2S2 and
SBT3S5 have bulk densities of 1.55 glcm3 and 1.62 glcm3.
Similarities are seen in the cores from both embayments. The three high bulk
density cores in Toms River and one in Silver Bay were from stations located near-shore.
Additionally, cores SBTlS1 and SBT2S1 (1.75 - 1.90 glcm3) have a higher bulk density
and are closer to shore than cores SBT2S2 and SBT3S5 density (1.50 - 1.70 glcm3). The
bulk densities found in Silver Bay fall into three distinct groups oflow (1.50 -1.70 glcm\
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intermediate (1.75 - 1.90 g/cm3) and high (2: 2.0 g/cm3) bulk density, respectively. In
Toms River a similar pattern is evident, however the intermediate group is not present.
Whether this difference is a function of the sampling locations in Toms River or inherently
different depositional regimes is not clear. What is apparent however, is that in both Toms
River and Silver Bay samples with intermediate and high bulk densities were located near-
shore.
4.2 Grain Size Distribution
Mean grain size ranges from 0.0039 mm to 0.259 mm in Toms River (Appendix
)JVI). The mean grain size corresponds directly with the sediment bulk density. Stations
found to have a higher bulk density also have a larger grain size. Stations TRTISI,
TRTIS7, and TRT3S3 have mean grain sizes of.25 nun, .259 nun, and 0.149 mm
respectively, and are classified as sand (Figure 8). Three of the other four sediment
samples from Toms River consist or either silty clay or clayey silt. Station TRT3~1 is
classified as clayey sand with 30% clay content. However, this sample is assumed to be
anomalous because it was collected in a depression near an artificial peninsula l!ssociated
with a golf course.
In Silver Bay, mean grain sizes range from 0.0065 mm to 0.28 nun (Appendix VI).
As in Toms River, high bulk density (station SBT2S6) correlates with large mean grain
size (0.28 nun sand). Stations SBTISI and SBT2S1 show higher mean grain sizes,
0.0228 nun and 0.0346 mm, compared to station SBT2S2 which had a mean grain size of
0.0065 mm; but all are classified as silt. Station SBT3S5 has an anomalously large mean
19

grain size (0.1346 mm) , a fine sand, for a station located in the center of the bay.
. However, as the station is located within a channel, either dredging or current scour may
have removed the silt cover and exposed the underlying Pleistocene sand. Statistical
analysis ofToms River and Silver Bay sediments is tabulated in Appendix IX.
4.3 Organic Carbon Content
The organic carbon content Toms River sediment (Figure 9) range from 0.6% -
8.6%. The coarse-grained, near-shore stations (TRTISI, TRTIS7, and TRT3S3) contain
0.6 - 1.3% organic carbon. Conversely, sediment taken from the center ofthe embayment
have organic carbon contents from 3.9% to 8.6%. Similarly, Silver Bay (Figure 10) near-
shore stations SBTISI, SBT2SI, and SB!2S6 contain::s 1.9% organic carbon.
Sediments located near the center of the embayment::S 2.2% organic carbon.
4.4 Hydraulic Conductivity
The PISPPI-based (in-situ) hydraulic conductivity values (Appendix III) range
from 3.61 . 10-8 cmls to 2.36· 10-6 cmls in Toms River and from 7.09.10-9 cmls to 1.31
. 10-6 cmls in Silver Bay.
Permeameter-derived hydraulic conductivity values (Table 1) range from 1.50 .10-7
cmls to 8.52 ·10-6 in Toms River and from 8.49 .1O-scmls to 3.18 .10-5 cmls in Silver Bay.
The highest PISPPI-derived hydraulic conductivity values are slightly lower than the
highest permeameter-derived hydraulic conductivity values.
The slope (0.9355) ofthe linear regression, (Figure 11) between PISPPI- and
permeameter-derived hydraulic conductivities indicates that the relationship is close to 1:1
(r = 0.93), although the relationship is controlled by only 2 high conductivity values. The
21

Table 1. PISPPI- and Permeameter-derived hydraulic conductivity values.
t1
CORE HYDRAULIC HYDRAULIC RATIO
NAME CONDUCTIVITY CONDUCTIVITY PISPPI : PERMEAMETER
PISPPI PERMEAMETER
(emIs) (em/s)
TOMS RIVER
TRT3S1 1.97E-07 4.60E-07 0.43
TRT3S3 1.69E-06 1.32E-06 1.28
TRT2S3 5.37E-08 3.81 E-07 0.14
TRT2S4 2.76E-07 1.50E-07 1.84
TRT1S1 Bad Data 8.52E-06
TRT1S3 1.97E-07 1.84E-07 1.07·
TRT1S7 1.97E-06 2.19E-06 0.90
SILVER BAY
SBT3S5 3.15E-07 1.61 E-07 1.96
SBT2S1 5.91 E-07 1.22E-07 4.82
SBT2S2 2.95E-07 1.74E-07 1.69
SBT2S6 Bad Data 3.18E-05
SBT1S1 6.56E-08 8A9E-08 0.77
PISPPI-derived hydraulic conductivity, in every case, differs from the corresponding
permeameter-derived hydraulic conductivity by less than 1 order ofmagnitude. The·
similarity suggests that the two techniques give roughly comparable results, and that the
hydraulic conductivity in these sediments is basically isotropic, since the PISPPI technique
is dominated by horizontal pressure dissipation (Wetzel, 1994) and the permeameter tests
reflect vertical head gradients., . ~
Plotting the PISPPI-derived hydraulic conductivity versus time to 50o/"i'u1S~
decay on a log-log plot reveals a relationship of
23
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Figure 11. Linear regression ofPISPPI· versus penneameter-derived hydraulic conductivities for Silver Bay and Toms River.
Hydraulic conductivity =1.0· 10-5 (T50yl.0236 (Equation 4)
that can be used for future in-situ hydraulic conductivity determinations (Figure 12).
Regression analysis of the T50 vs. hydraulic conductivity data shows a moderate
correlation (R2 = 0.7561).
The distribution of sediment physicaJ properties (mean grain size distribution,
sorting, organic carbon content, average bulk density) in Toms River and Silver Bay
correlates (Appendix IX) significantly with PISPPI-derived hydraulic conductivities. A
step-wise multiple regression ofhydraulic conductivity against mean grain size, sorting,
organic carbon content, and average bulk density reveals a correlation (r = 0.73, n = 12,
significant at the 95% confidence level), which decreases as predictors are removed and
the regression equation is re-calculated (Appendix IX). More data, especially higher
hydraulic conductivity data, are needed in order to provide a more reliable equation
relating hydraulic conductivity to sediment physical properties. -However, the physical
properties themselves showed strong correlation among one another. In the 5 cores which
had a mean grain sizes greater than 0.13 mm (medium sands), all contained less than 2.1
% organic carbon, and all but one had an average bulk density greater than 2.0 g/cm3.
The seven remaining cores all had mean grain sizes range from 0.0038 rom to 0.0365 mm
(silts), contained up to 8.65% organic carbon, and had an average bulk densityabout 1.6
g/cm3.
4.5 Near-Surface Pressure Gradients
All PISPPI insertion locations showed positive residual pressure heads which
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Figure 12. Time to 50% pressure decay from in situ PISPPI pulse test against the calculated hydraulic
conductivity. Open markers indicate use of a 190cm length probe for in situ PISPPI tests.
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range from 0.02 em to 17.61 cm of water in Toms River and from 0.01 cm to 6.11 cm in
Silver Bay. However, for direct comparison the heads must first be divided by their
insertion depths to derive a pressure gradient for each station. Gradients calculated for
Toms River (Figure 13) showed a range of 0.0004 to 0.10 and Silver Bay (Figure 14)
showed a range of0.0003 to 0.13. Average gradients for each transect show the greatest
values (0.07) on transect 2 in each embayment. Additionally, the average gradient for the
stations located near the center of the embayments was lower (0.03) than the average
gradient of the near-shore stations (0.04).
In Toms River, the average gradient is greatest at transect 2 (0.07), followed by
transect 3 (0.04), and the lowest at the mouth ofToms River at transect 1 (0.01). The
high gradients found at transect 2 are mostly likely attributable to the topographic relief
(12 m) on the north shore. Transect 3 also exhibits a moderate average gradient (0.04)
possibly stemming from a sandy bluff (6 m) on the south shore. The construction of a golf
course green that juts out into the embayment may have disturbed the sediment at the
northern stations of transect 3 and irrigation watering may affect the recharge distribution.
In Silver Bay the average gradients for transects 1,2, and 3 are 0.04,0.07, and
0.02 respectively. Unlike Toms River, significant topographic relief is mostly absent
around Silver Bay. Only along the south shore where a sandy bluff (3 m) is visible is there
any significant topographic relief, that might contribute to pressure gradients in the
groundwater. However, also along the south shore lies Crossway Creek and the drainage
for most of the Cattus Island marsh area which could contribute to the gradient. Unlike
Toms Ri~r, transect.3- shows the lowest average gradient (0.02) in Silver Bay. There are
27

two likely causes for a low average gradient for transect 3. First, transect 3 is dissected by
a highly developed peninsula in the back of the embayment which may have disturbed the
sediment. And at SBT3S7, the southern.;.most station of transect 3, dredged spoil piles
might lower the gradient values, by adding a confining layer to a near-shore area. The silt
and clay confining layer which covers the central portions ofthe bay is thin or absent
around the near-shore region in the bay, however, the spoil piles would act as a
continuation of the confining layer in this area.
In Toms River, gradients for all transects are greatest at the stations closest to the
northern and southern shore (Figure 13). Transect 1 shows the highest gradient at station
TRTlS7 (0.045) with lower values (0.0004 - 0.011) in the center of the transect. Stations
TRTlS4 and TRTlS5 showed equal gradients (0.011) in the center of the transect with
lower gradients on either side at stations TRTlS3 (0.006) and TRTJS6 (0.0004).
Coincidentally, these slightly higher gradients in the center of transect 1 both lie within the
channel at the mouth ofthe Toms River embayment. Station TRTlSl, yielded noisy,
uninterpretable slug test data, however the need for the use ofa slug unit alone, gives
reason to infer a high gradient value for this near-shore station. Transect 2 shows a high
gradient (0.060) along the north shore, however, no data were collected as near the
southern shoreline for comparison. Transect 3 exhibits the highest gradients at stations
TRT3S1 (0.076) and TRT3S5 (0.053) which are the northern and southern shore stations
respectively. Like transect 1, a slightly higher gradie'nt is seen in the center of the transect
at station TRT3S3 (0.043). This station also lies in the Toms River Channel and is located
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in the center of a narrow section of the river where dredging was done by the Army
Corps. ofEngineers in 1995 (Gepert, 1998).
Silver Bay has greater gradients toward the~ center of the transects, however some
,
ofthe higher pressure gradients remain near-shore (Figure 14). Transect 1 shows the
highest gradient at station SBTlSI (0.055) and decreases to station SBTlS3 (0.027)
toward the south. However, station SBTI S3 does not reflect the true south shoreline; it
was located at the tip of a peninsula called Cattus Island County Park, which is primarily
salt marsh. One might expect to see an increase in the gradient if additional stations were
taken along the peninsula to ahigher relief shoreline. Transect 2 shows intermediate
gradients (0.043 and 0.090 at stations SBT2S1 and SBT2S6) near the northern and
~
southern shores respectively. Transect 3 is split into two parts by a higWy developed
peninsula. Stations SBT3S1, SBT3S2, and SBT3S3 on the north side ofthe peninsula
have gradients of 0.008,0.004, and 0.008 respectively. The highest gradient is seen at
station SBT3S4 (0.096) on the south side ofthe peninsula along a seawall. Stations
SBT3S5, SBT3S6, and SBTfS7 all have low gradients « 0.005) decreasing toward the
southern shore. This pattern differs from results elsewhere in the bay, however, station
SBT3 S7 was taken in dredge spoils piles and may not have yielded a unperturbed pressure
gradient.
4.6 Near-Surface Groundwater Flux
Groundwater flux rates in Toms River range from 3.9· 10-12 mls to 8.9 . 10-10 mls (Figure
15) and from 3.1 . 10-13 mls to 4.5 . 10-10 mls in Silver Bay (Figure 16). Unlike the
distribution ofpressure gradients, the average fluxes in Toms River shows transect 2
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(8.52.. 10-11 mls) to be significantly less than flow along transects 1 (1.56· 10-10 mls) or 3
(4.30. 10-10 mls). However, in Silver Bay, the average flux is greatest at transect 2 (1.98·
10-10 mls), mimicking the pressure gradient pattern. Similar to the gradients in both
locations, but to a lesser extent, the fluxes were generally lower at stations located near
the center ofthe embayments relative to near-shore stations.
In Toms River flux rates (1.5· 10-10 mis, TRT3S1; 7.9.10-10 mis, TRT3S5; 1.5 .
10-10 mis, TRT2S4; and 8.9· 10-10 mis, TRTlS7) are elevated in the near-shore areas of
the embayment (Figure 15). The only exception to this pattern is station TRT3S3, in the.
middle oftransect 3. Grain size analysis of this sample yielded a mean grain size of0.1459
mm,. a well sorted fine sand, in comparison to TRT3 S1 which is a clayey sand. The
measured permeabilities reflect the size distribution: 2.0· 10-7 cmls (TRT3S1) and 1.7·
10-6 cmls (TRT3S3). Station TRT3S3 lies in the center ofa narrow part ofToms River
that is dredged periodically. Furthermore, the narrow cross-section ofthe river at this
location may retard settling of the finer sediment fraction.
In Silver Bay, (1.0 . 10-10 mis, SBT3S3; 1.1 . 10-10 mis, SBT3S4; 2.6 . 10-10 mis,
SBT2S1; 4.5 . 10-10 mis, SBT2S5) (Figure 16) high flux rates are found around the
perimeter of the embayment. Transect 1 indicates only slightly elevated flux rates in the
near-shore areas.
4.7 Estimated Diffuse Groundwater Discharge
Given the preferential distribution ofhigher gradients and flux rates near the
perimeters ofboth embayments, alSO mbuffer zone was created in ARCIINFO for each
ofthe embayments (Figures 4 & 5). The 150 m zone generally, but not uniformly,
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separates those stations found with higher flux rates in the near-shore from those with
lower flow rates in the central portions of the bays. An average flux rate was calculated
for the stations inside the 150 m near-shore buffer zone and for stations further offshore.
In Toms River the average groundwater flux rate was 2.3 . 10-10 mls in the near-shore
zone and 1.0· 10-10 mls in the central offshore zone. Conversely, in Silver Bay the
average groundwater flux rate was 7.3 . 10-11 mls in the near-shore zone and 1.2· 10-10
mls in the offshore zone. This pattern in Silver Bay is contrary to the stated results, in that
the average flux rate near-shore is less than the offshore zone. The near-shore average
flux rate is most likely low for two reasons. First, IJleasurements for stations SBT3S7 and
.
SBT3S6 were taken in dredge spoils causing flux rates to be lower than expected. And
second, station SBT2S6 was not part of the average because an accurate measurement
could not be made in the high hydraulic conductivity sand because ofnoise in the slug test
data collected there.
The total area in Toms River (8.0 . 106 m2 ) and Silver Bay (4.1 . 106 m2 ) and the
central bay areas, excluding the 150m buffer zone (4.6· 106 m2, Toms River; 1.9· 106 m2,
Silver Bay) were calculated with ARCIINFO. The near-shore zone was obtained by
subtracting the two areas (3.4 . 106 m2, Toms River; 2.2 . 106 m2, Silver Bay). Thus the
total diffuse discharge (Qdilfuse) is calculated as follows:
- -
Qdilfuse = (Ve . Ae) + (VB' AB) (Equation 5)
The sum of the average central flux rate (Ve ) multiplied by the central area (Ae ) and the
average buffer zone flux rate (VB) multiplied by the buffer zone area (AB) yields the total
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diffuse groundwater discharge to the embayment. The total diffuse groundwater discharge
to the Toms River embayment is estimated to be 1.3 liters/s (109.5 m3/day;Table 2). The
total diffuse discharge rate in Silver Bay is 0.4 liters/s (33.9 m3/day).
Table 2. GIS-determined areas and discharges for Toms River and Silver Bay.
LOCATION AVERAGE GROUNDWATER AREA DISCHARGE TOTAL
DISCHARGE VELOCITY (mls) (m2) (Q) (liters/sec) DISCHARGE
TOMSRWER 8.0E+06 TOMSRlVER
near-shore 1.OE-I0 4.6E+06 0.5 1.3
zone ( 39.8 m3/day) ( 109.5 m3/day)
offihore 2.3E-1O 3.4E+06 0.8
zone ( 69.7 m3/day)
Sll.,VERBAY 4.IE+06 SILVERBAY
near-shore 1.2E-1O 1.9E+06 0.2 0.4
zone (20.4 m3/day) (33.9 m3/day)
offihore 7.3E-11 2.2E+06 0.2
zone ( 13.5 m3/day)
5. DISCUSSION
The calculated diffuse groundwater discharge through the sediment-water interface
is three times larger in Toms River than in ~ilver Bay. This disparity is paniaIIy accounted
for by the larger area ofToms River (8.0 . 106 m2), nearly twice that of Silver Bay (4.1 .
106 m2) and in particular, the high flux buffer zone has an area nearly 50% greater in Toms
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River than in Silver Bay. However, other factors probably contribute to the increased
diffuse discharge in Toms River as would the greater topographic relief surrounding the
Toms River embayment may create a larger driving gradient. The bulk density and mean
grain sizes are lower in the cores taken from Silver Bay, reflecting the general fining of
surficial sediment northward in Barnegat Bay. In a similar study (Allen, 1997) conducted
in Kettle Creek, an embayment to the north of Silver Bay, even finer sediments were found
and only one ofthe fourteen stations contained sand. The discharge rate found by Allen
(1997) in Kettle Creek (31 m3/day) is only slightly less than the discharge rate found in
Silver Bay (34 m3/day) to the south.
The groundwater discharge estimates calculated from underlying sediments to
Toms River and Silver Bay are conservative rates that provide lower bound values for the
total discharge. Point discharge locations that were not included in the study, such as
springs, dredged channels, and marinas may provide a focused passage for fresh water
input to the surface water system, by removing the surficial, low hydraulic conductivity silt
and clay layer. Furthermore, the relatively uniform sediment characteristics, both physical
and hydraulic, found over the center of each of the embayments suggest that regions of
high ground water discharge (springs and seeps) are probably concentrated on the
perimeters of the embayments. This study did find higher hydraulic conductivities around
the perimeters ofToms River and Silver Bay where the surficial silt and clay layer was thin
or absent.
As part ofa larger study, a well-defined spring along the southern shore ofToms
River has provided direct evident of the need for future study of such concentrated
..
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discharge sites to assess the occurrence, distribution, and flow characteristics oflocalized
springs. Even a few localized regions ofhigh discharge might contribute significantly to
the total discharge value in either embayment.
.. 6. CONCLUSIONS
Diffuse flow through the surficial silt and clay layer that covers the center ofthese
~mbayments was found to be three times greater in Toms River (110 m3/day) than in
Silver Bay (34 m3/day). The difference may be attributed to bay area, the relative areas of
high hydraulic conductivity near-shore sand deposits, surrounding topography, and
northward fining sediment which may hinder discharge to a greater degree in Silver Bay.
Similarities in pressure gradients can be seen in Silver Bay and Toms River. However, the
gradients in Toms River are slightly higher possibly due to the greater surrounding
topographic relief In both locations gradients and groundwater flux were genetaIly higher
in the near-shore areas where the surficial silt and clay layer is commonly absent.
SmaIl variations in PISPPI-derived hydraulic conductivities found across all but the
perimeters ofToms River and Silver Bay, coupled with a paucity of stations in the higher
hydraulic conductivity perimeters hindered strong correlation ofPISPPI-derived hydraulic
properties with physical properties (mean grain size, sorting, organic carbon content, and
bulk density). However, a linear relationship (r2 =0.86) between PISPPI-determined and
permeameter-determined hydraulic conductivity is evident from the 12 stations where
cores were coIlected in Toms River and Silver Bay.
Ofthe sixteen stations taken in Toms River, only five lacked a surficial silt and"clay
confining layer. The sediment at these five stations was composed ofmedium sand, which
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exhibited high hydraulic conductivities (1.48· 10 -6 cm/s to 2.36· 10 -6 cm/s). However,
none ofthese locations appeared to support localized springs known to exist elsewhere in
Toms River. Similarly, in Silver Bay, only three of the sixteen stations lacked the surficial
silt and clay confining layer, and none show evidence for concentrated discharge into
Silver Bay. Consequently, the importance of concentrateddischarge to the total discharge
to Toms River and Silver Bay remains unquantified. The flux distribution determined in
this study provides a minimum estimate from field-based measurements for the regional, .
background fluid flow.
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I APPENDIX I
HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE NEW JERSEY COASTAL PLAIN
The New Jersey Coastal Plain is composed ofunconsolidated clay, silt, sand, and
gravel ranging in age from Cretaceous to Holocene (Figure I-I). The Coastal Plain
sediments lie unconformably on Precambrian and Lower-Paleozoic bedrock. The
sediments display a wide range of depositional facies, that include marine, marginal
marine, and fluvial deposits (Schaefer, 1983). The sediments form a wedge-shaped mass
that strikes northeast-southwest and dips toward the southeast (pucci, et aI, 1994; Figure
1-2).
The main source of potable groundwater for the Barnegat Bay area is the
Cretaceous Potomac-Raritan-Magothy aquifer system which supplies more than 75% of
the water for coastal New Jersey. The Potomac group (Lower and Upper Cretaceous)
consists of alternating clay, silt, sand, and gravel interpreted as meandering stream
deposits. The Raritan Fprmation (Upper Cretaceous) has a variable composition
containing pebbly, arkosic sand and quartz with some variegated clay. The Magothy
Formation (Upper Cretaceous) contains fine to coarse-grained beach sand deposits with
localized beds oflignitic clay.
Other aquifers of the New Jersey Coastal Plain include the Englishtown aquifer,
Wenonah-Mount Laurel aquifer, Vincentown aquifer, Piney Point aquifer, and the
Kirkwood-Cohansey aquifer system. The Kirkwood Formation, Cohansey Sand, and
overlying deposits of the Beacon Hill Gravel make up the Kirkwood..Cohansey aquifer
system. The Kirkwood Formation (Miocene), which is hydraulically connected to the
overlying Cohansey Sand and surficial deposits, is composed primarily of fine sand to
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Figure I-I. Stratigraphic and Hydrogeologic column for coastal New Jersey (after Zepecza, 1989).
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Figure 1-2. The Aquifer system in the Toms River and Silver Bay area (Watt, et a1, 1994).
fine sand to fine gravel with diatomaceous clay. The Cohansey Sand (Miocene) is
predominantly a quartz sand, containing very fine- to coarse-grained sand, silty and
clayey sand, and interbedded clay units (Zapecza, 1989). The Kirkwood-Cohansey
system is a major unconfined aquifer along the entire coast ofcoastal New Jersey.
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APJ?ENDIX IT
FIELD DEPLOYMENTPROCEDURE FOR THE
PORTABLE, IN-SITU PORE PRESSURE INSTRUMENT (pISPPI)
In orde~ to maximize the number of stations in Toms River and Silver Bay,
multiple deployments of3 instruments were made. The procedure allows multiple.
instruments to be collecting data simultaneously when deployed by two people from a
small boat. The following procedure ensures accurate data collection in a consistent
format.
1) A BASIC program (remote2a.bas) is downloaded to the Tattletale data logger from a
portable computer for calibration and data collection. Input parameters include: year,
month, day, hour, minute, second, time-step duration and the number oftime steps
between measurements. Typically, the data logger is programmed to collect data
every 1.0 seconds when testing fine-grained sediments.
2) Each PISPPI is calibrated on the dock prior to each day offield operation. The
pressure on the positive port of the Validyne pressure transducer is equalized to the
pressure on the negative port. This provides a baseline "zero" (hydrostatic pressure)
for the instrument. On the Tattletale data logger, the zero control is adjusted so acm
ofhead corresponds to 0.00 volts on the remote readout. With a 1.25 psi diaphragm
installed in the pressure transducer, the differential head on the positive port is
increased to 88 cm ofwater. The span control is adjusted on the data logger so (1.25
psi or) 5.00 volts is displayed on the remote readout. The calibration is an iterative
process, repeated to insure correct pressure response. Each instrument's calibration is
stored as the first data file by the data logger.
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3) To prepare for deployment two 3m sections of0.44 cm (I.D.) tubing are filled with
sea water and air is siphoned out. The ends of the tubing are then connected to the
positive and negative pressure ports on the PISPPI. The other ends are kept under
water to prevent air from entering the tubing. The tubing connected to the negative
port is fitted with a 20J! stainless steel porous stone which acts as the reference port.
A probe containing a 20J! stainless steel porous stone near the probe tip is connected
to tubing routed to the positive port. Athird length (3 m) oftubing is connected to
the pump and a tee in the tubing that runs from the positive port to the probe. Before
attaching the pump, water is siphoned through the pump tubing and out the tip ofthe
probe. The probe tip is unscrewed to assure that all air has escaped and has not been
trapped by the stone. After reconnecting the probe tip, the siphon end ofthe pump
tubing is connected to the pump. The entire hydraulic system is inspected for air-
bubbles. The absence ofair-bubbles is critical for accurate pressure response and
data collection.
4) The PISPPI electronics/transducer unit is lowered to the sediment surface. The probe
and pump are placed horizontally on the sediment surface. The PISPPI, probe, and
pump are all tethered to small buoys on the surface (figure 4). An additional larger
buoy contains a cable which is connected to the PISPPI. This cable is used to plug in
the remote readout to start, stop, and check the progress of data collection at that
station. Using the remote, the data logger's data collection mode is activated. With
equalliydrostatic pressure on the positive and negative ports, a baseline reading is
taken so that the zero pressure differential recorded by the instrument can be
corrected to an absolute zero during data analysis.
5) The probe is inserted vertically into the sediment gently and slowly. The pressure
induced by the probe insertion is allowed to decay to hydrostatic pressure. In fine
. . .
sediments where the pressure decay may be slow, this station may be left temporarily
to setup another station to the point of insertion.
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6) Once the insertion pressure has dissipated, the pump is used to induce an
instantaneous pressure pulse (-5.0 volts; 88 cm head) at the tip ofthe probe. The
pressure pulse is allowed to decay to equilibrium background pressure, and is
monitored on the remote display. Equilibrium pressure is measured for>1-2 minutes
to provide accurate residual pore-pressure data.
7) The probe is extracted from the sediment and placed horizontally on the sediment
surface for a post-insertion zero test. Any shift from the pre-insertion zero reading
can be corrected during data analysis by subtracting or adding the magnitude ofthe
shift to the data.
8) Sediment is wiped from the probe and the porous stone, and while holding the probe
in the water column, a negative pressure .pulse is induced with the hand-held pump.
The pulse tests for any change in the hydraulic conductivity of the porous stone that
might be induced by sediment clogging.
9) The data-logger is placed on stand-by using the detachable remote to end this
particular test. The hydraulic tubing and fittings are inspected for air bubbles in the
tubing. The PISPPI, probe and pump are retrieved via their tethers and are ready for
another deployment.
10) When testing is completed, the PISPPI is connected to a portable computer and the
data files are downloaded from the data logger. Each pressure reading includes the
date and time allowing data from each station to be compared with field notes. Each
data file is download and saved separately for analysis.
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Porous Stone Integrity
The PISPPI data logger collected pressure data at 1.0 second intervals. The ~1.25
psi pressure pulse applied to the system during the water column test decayed to
hydrostatic pressure in <1 second, indicating that the hydraulic conductivity ofthe porous
stone (>1 . 10-3 cm/s) remain~d at least 5 orders ofmagnitude higher than the hydraulic
conductivities (1 . 10-6 cm/s - 9· 10-8 cm/s) of the material being tested after multiple
(>10) insertions. Over longer periods of time (> 1week) in marine conditions, the porous
stone should be replaced due to oxidation ofthe sintered steel. Based on analysis ofthe
water column pump tests performed after each PISPPI insertion, the porous stones used
for this study were not clogged by sediment when used for multiple insertions.
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APPENDIX ill
PISPPI RAW AND NORMALIZED FIELD DATA
PISPPI raw data are normalized and applied to type curves (Bredehoeft and
Papadopulos, 1980; figure ill-I) for matching and subsequent hydraulic conductivity
determination (table lIT-I). For each station, the raw field data is followed by the
normalized data used for the curve matching process.
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Table ill-I. Summary of in-situ hydrogeologic measurements.
Transect Station Pressure Insertion Gradient Hydraulic Groundwater Time to
(north to Head Depth Conductivity flux rate 50% Decay
south) cm cm cm/sec m/sec sec
TOMS RIVER
3 1 3.57 47 0.076 1.97E-07 1.5E-I0 52
2 2.47 184 0.015 6.56E-08 9.6E-12 93
3 2.03 47 0.043 1.69E-06 7.3E-I0 12
4 0.50 47 0.012 4.59E-07 5.4E-11 20
5 2.50 47 0.053 1.48E-06 7.9E-I0 16
2 1 2.84 47 0.060 1.18E-07 7.1E-11 46
2 2.53 47 0.054 1:31E-07 7.1E-11 26
- 3 17.61 175 0.100 5.37E-08 5.3E-11 225
4 2.49 47 0.053 2.76E-07 1.5E-I0 20
1 1 Bad Data 45 10
2 0.82 182 0.004 1.05E-07 4.7E-12 125
3 0.26 47 0.006 1.97E-07 1.1E-11 30
4 0.53 47 0.011 1.48E-07 1.7E-11 25
5 2.07 190 0.011 3.61E-08 3.9E-12 213
6 0.02 47 0.0004 2.36E-06 8.7E-12 8
7 2.13 47 0.045 1.97E-06 8.9E-I0 8·
SILVER BAY
3 1 0.40 47 0.008 4.31£-07 3.7E-ll 40
2 0.89 190 0.004 7.09E-09 3.1E-13 212
3 0.36 47 0.008 1.31E-06 1.0E-I0 14
4 '4.49 53 0.096 1.18E-07 1.1E-1O 59
5 0.26 53 0.005 3.15E-07 1.7E-ll 45
6 0.04 53 0.001 .9.84E-08 9.2E-13 169
7 0.01 53 0.0003 3.37E-07 1.0E-12 47
2 1 2.03 47 0.043 5.91E-07 2.6E-I0 12
2 0.67 47 0.014 2.95E-07 4.2E-11 51
3 6.11 190 0.130 2. 19E-08 2.8E-11 385
4 2.85 47 0.061 3.54E-07 2.1E-I0 6
5 4.21 47 0.090 5.06E-07 4.5E-I0 13
6 Bad Data 47 5
1 1 2.92 53 0.055 6.56E-08 3.6E-ll 250
2 1.91 53 0.036 5.25E-08 1.9E-ll 135
3 1.43 53 0.027 1.41E-07 ·3.8E-11 5
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APPENDIX IV
PISPPI STATION LOCATIONS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY
TRANSECT STATION LATITUDE LONGITUDE
NAME (DMS) (DMS)
TOMS RIVER
3 TRT3S1 39° 56' 48.750" N 74° 10' 57.174" W
TRT3S2 39° 56' 43.588" N 74° 10' 56.298" W
TRT3S3 39° 56' 39.072" N 74° 10' 55.431" W
TRT3S4 39°56' 32.465" N 74° 10' 53.993" W
TRT3S5 39u 56' 27.328" N 74u 10' 52.838" W
2 TRT2S1 39° 56' 42.801" N 74° 09' 44.623" W
TRT3S2 39° 56' 37.671" N 74° 09'47.101" W
TRT2S3 39° 56' 32.625" N 74° 09' 49544" W
TRT2S4 39u 56' 28.47911 N 74u 091 51.835 11 W
1 TRT1S1 39° 56' 36.392" N 74° 07' 40.61911 W
TRT1S2 39° 56' 31.76211 N 74° 07' 39.77011 W
TRT1S3 39° 561 23.703" N 74° 07' 36.875" W
TRT1S4 39° 56' 11.325" N 74° 07' 33.28911 W
TRT1S5 39° 56' 00.58611 N 74° 07' 31.49011 W
TRT1S6 39° 551 54.421" N 74° 07' 29.77211 W
TRT1S7 39u 551 48.864" N 74-007' 28.295 11 W
SILVER BAY
3 SBT3S1 40° 00' 03.10811 N 74° 07' 57.479" W
SBT3S2 40° 001 00.694" N 74° 08' 02.37411 W
SBT3S3 39° 59' 58.831" N 74°,08' 07.382" W
SBT3S4 39° 59' 49.891 11 N 74° 08' 25.246" W
SBT3S5 39° 591 47.561 11 N 74° 08' 31.498" W
SBT3S6 39° 59'45.153 11 N 74° 08' 39.312" W
SBT3S7 39u 591 43.831 11 N 7tf 08' 43.247 11 W
2 SBT2S1 39° 591 57.803 11 N 74° 07' 37.95011 W
SBT2S2 39° 59' 55.46011 N 74° 07' 38.17011 W
SBT2S3 39° 59' 46.227 11 N 74° 07' 38.471" W
SBT2S4 39° 591 37.683 11 N 74° 07'40.045 11 W
SBT2S5 39° 591 30.633 11 N 74° 07' 40.273 11 W
SBT2S6 39° 59' 22.12411 N .74u 07' 42.63611 W
1 SBT1S1 40° 00' 02.077 11 N 74° 06' 57.85011 W
SBT1S2 39° 59' 56.211 11 N 74° 06' 56.023 11 W
SBT1S3 39u 59' 43.444 11 N 740Y 06' 54.987 11 W
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APPENDIX V
BULK DENSITY (Multi-Sensor Core Logger)
CALmRATION, STANDARD, AND DATA
The MSCL was used to non-destructively determine the bulk density of sediment
within the gravity cores. Variations in lithology and/or compaction in the sediment are
reflected in the data. A Geotek Multisensor Core Logger (MSCL) analyzed each core at
2 cm intervals. The bulk density determination utilizes a radioactive source (Cs 137) of
focused gamma rays, which are passed through the core to a detector. The Gamma rays
collide with electrons in the core sample and are attenuated, primarily by Compton
scattering (Boyce, 1973). The bulk density can then be determined by assuming that the
degree of attenuation is a function of electron density, which, in tum, is largely a function
ofthe water content. Prior to sending the cores through the MSCL, the unit was
calibra!ed to determine the (voltage) position ofthe characteristic Gamma ray peak.
Additionally, an aluminum standard core of several diameters (which yield several
known densities) was used to calibrate gamma ray attenuation. The measured Gamma-
ray attenuation from the aluminum standard was related to known densities by linear
regression. The results of the calibration are presented on the first two pages ofthe
appendix followed by the distribution bulk densities in each ofthe cores.
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APPENDIX VI
SEDIMENT GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS
For each ofthe twelve cores collected (7.68 cm diameter), a 2-3 cm slice for
grain-size analysis was extracted from 15 to 16 cm from the bottom of each core, which
translates to a sample depth of5 to 30 cm from the top of each core. From the 2-cm slice
a 20g sample was taken for grain size analysis (Galehouse, 1971). The bottom 15 cm of
each core was chosen for permeability analysis and the grain-size sample was taken just
above the permeability sample. Thus the permeability and grain-size samples were taken
as close to the in situ PISPPI measurements as possible for direct correlation.
The 20g sediment samples were first separated into a coarse fraction (sand) and a
fine fraction (silt and clay) by wet-sieving. The grain size for the coarse fraction was
determined by dry sieving (2.00mm to 0.0625mm). The remaining fine fraction from the
coarse fraction analysis was added to the previously separated fine fraction and was then
analyzed from 0.0625 mm to 0.00049 mm by pipette analysis.
Grain size statistical parameters were directly calculated by the method of
moments. The moment calculates: mean grain size (1st moment), standard deviation
(second moment), skewness (third moment) and kurtosis (fourth moment). The equations
and a table (table VI-I) with a summary of these statistical parameters for the grain-size
distribution of Toms River and Silver Bay are given in this appendix.
Additionally, a table and graph plotting weight percent versus phi size and
diameter in millimeters are presented for each sample in this appendix. Column 1 of the
table shows phi size class interval for both the coarse and fine fractions. Column 2 (for
the coarse fraction) shows the beaker weight. However, for the fine fraction (Column
132
2b), O.005g is added to the beaker weight to account for the evaporated weight ofthe
peptizer solution that was added to disperse clay-sized particles. Column 3 contains the
beaker plus sediment weight. Column 4 for the coarse fraction shows the sediment
weight in the size class. For the fine fraction, column 4b, shows the total sediment
..
weight finer than the class interval in column 1. Column 5 for the coarse fraction is
identical to column 4, the sediment weight in each size class. For the fine fraction,
column 5 is derived from column 4b. The difference between the sediment weight for
two consecutive rows in column 4b yields the sediment weight within each size class.
Column 6 lists the weight percentof sediment weight in each class size (listed in column
5). The total sediment weight is listed at the bottom ofcolumn 5. Column 7 is the
cumulative weight percent coarser than the finest phi-size listed in column 6. Column 8
lists the weight percent distribution for sand, silt, and clay.
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FORMULAS FOR CALCULATING GRAIN-SIZE PARAMETERS BY THE
MOMENT METHOD
~
Mean:
(first moment)
Standard Deviation:
(second moment)
Skewness:
(third moment)
Kurtosis:
(fourth moment)
Source: Boggs, 1987.
Where:
134
x~ = (Lfm)/n
s~ =[Lf(m - x~i]/100cr~3
f= weight percent (frequency) in
each grain-size grade present,
m= midpoint of each grain-size
grade in phi values,
n = total number in sample which is
100 when f is in percent.
Table VI-I. Statistical parameters from grain-size distributions ofToms River and
Silver Bay surficial sediments.
CORE MEAN GRAIN STANDARD SKEWNESS KURTOSIS
NAME SIZE (mm) DEVIATION (mm)
TOMS RIVER
TRT381 0.0365 0.0505 0.005 1.50
TRT383 0.1459 0.1790 1.72 6.10
TRT283 0.0044 0.1474 -0.75 3.32
TRT284 0.0038 0.1481 -1.04 4.61
TRT181 0.2506 0.3777 2.58 13.97
TRT183 0.0131 0.1396 0.16 2.38
TRT187 0.2579 0.2038 2.61 10.17
SILVER BAY
88T385 0.1349 0.1535 1.63 4.83
88T281 0.0350 0.2583 1.98 6.94
88T282 0.0062 0.1829 0.20 1.95
88T286 0.2762 0.5431 2.16 23.12
88T181 0.0216 0.1997 1.07 3.24
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Coarse Fraction
TRTlSl
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Size Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent
(cjl) Size Class Weight Percent Coarser Than
(g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
<-1 0.9892 1.0032 0.0140 0.0140 0.0856 0.0856
-1-0 0.9903 1.4771 0.4868 0.4868 2.9749 3.0604
0-1 0.9915 2.5826 1.5911 1.5911 9.7234 12.7838
1-2 0.9945 8.4735 7.4790 7.4790 45.7048 58.4886 SAND
2-3 0.9910 6.5144 5.5234 5.5234 33.7540 92.2426 (%)
3-4 0.9999 1.4493 0.4494 0.4494 2.7463 94.9889 95.0
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval + O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(cjl) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 28.5560 28.5642 0.0082 0.2300 1.4056 96.3945
5-6 30.0560 30.0619 0.0059 0.0400 0.2444 96.6389 SILT
6-7 29.7255 29.7310 0.0055 0.1000 0.6111 97.2500 (%)
7-8 30.3130 30.3175 0.0045 0.3500 2.1389 99.3889 4.4
8-9 30.0482 30.0492 0.0010 0.0200 0.1222 99.5111
9-10 30.3665 30.3673 0.0008 0.0300 0.1833 99.6944 CLAY
10-11 29.9012 29.9017 0.0005 0.0200 0.1222 99.8167 (%)
~11 30.0465 30.0468 0.0003 0.0300 0.1833 100.0000 0.6
Total Weight 16.3637
Standard
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
~ a. Sk. Kt
1.99656 ·1.40453 2.57692 13.9685
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Coarse Fraction
TRTlS3
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Size Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent
(~) Size Class Weight Percent Coar~rThan
(g)' (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
<-1 0.9892 1.0009 0.0117 0.0117 0.1347 0.1347
-1-0 0.9903 0.9980 0.0077 0.0077 0.0886 0.2233
0-1 0.9915 1.3587 0.2674 0.2674 3.0780 3.3013
1-2 0.9945 1.3046 0.3101 0.3101 3.5695 6.8708 SAND
2-3 0.9910 1.2931 0.3021 0.3021 3.4774 10.3482 (%)
3-4 0.9999 1.5984 0.5985 0.5985 6.8892 17.2374 17.2
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment . Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval +O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(~) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 30.1800 30.2519 0.0719 1.9300 22.2158 39.4532
5-6 29.4601 29.5127 0.0526 0.8000 9.2086 48.6619 SILT
6-7 29.7490 29.7936 0.0446 1.7100 19.6835 68.3453 (%)
7-8 29.5763 29.6038 0.0275 0.6100 7.0216 75.3669 58.1
8-9 29.6420 29.6634 0.0214 0.2100 2.4173 77.7842
9-10 30.1678 30.1871 0~0193 0.3200 3.6835 81.4676 CLAY
10-11 29.6733 29.6894 0.0161 1.2400 14.2734 95.7410 (%)
:S11 30.1268 30.1305 0.0037 0.3700 4.2590 100.0000 24.6
Total Weight 8.6875
Standard
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
:It 0'+ Sk+ Kt
6.2506 2.8411 0.1619 2.3829
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Coarse Fraction
TRTlS7
(1) (2) (3) (4) I., (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Size Weight Sediment J Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent
(~) Size Class Weight Percent . Coarser Than
(g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
<-1 0.9892 1.0274 0.0382 0.0382 0.2618 0.2618
-1-0 0.9903 1.8202 0.8299 0.8299 5.6875 5.9493
0-1 0.9915 4.5619 3.5704 3.5704 24.4687 30.4180
1-2 0.9945 7.3277 6.3332 6.3332 43.4028 73.8207 SAND
2-3 0.9910 2.8955 1.9045 1.9045 13.0519 86.8727 (%)
3-4 0.9999 1.6354 0.6355 0.6355 4.3552 91.2279 91.2
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval +O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(~) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 28.8400 28.8528 0.0128 0.0100 0.0685 91.2964
5-6 28.1727 28.1854 0.0127 0.4400 3.0154 94.3118 SILT
6-7 28.7115 28.7198 0.0083 0.0500 0.3427 94.6545 (%)
7-8 29.5770 29.5848 0.0078 0.0500 0.3427 94.9972 3.8
8-9 27.7277 27.7350 0.0073 0.0800 0.5483 95.5454
9-10 27.3292 27.3357 0.0065 0.1500 1.0280 96.5734 CLAY
10-11 27.3930 27.3980 0.0050 0.2900 1.9874 98.5608 (%)
:S11 28.0273 28.0294 0.0021 0.2100 1.4392 100.0000 5.0
Total Weight 14.5917
Standard
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
xt cr. Skt Kt
1.9551 2.2949 2.61162 10.170145.
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Coarse Fraction
TRT2S3
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Size Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent
(~) Size Class Weight Percent Coarser Than
(g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
<-1 0.9892 0.9991 0.0099 0.0099 0.1428 0.1428
-1-0 . 0.9903 1.0124 0.0221 0.0221 0.3188 0.4617
0-1 0.9915 1.2107 0.2192 0.2192 3.1625 3.6241
1-2 0.9945 1.1179 0.1234 0.1234 1.7803 5.4045 SAND
2-3 0.9910 1.0483 0.0573 0.0573 0.8267 6.2312 (0/0)
3-4 0.9999 1.0393 0.0394 0.0394 0.5684 6.7996 6.8
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval +O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(~) (g) (g) . (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 27.4431 27.5077 0.0646 0.3400 4.9053 11.7049
5-6 27.2360 27.2972 0.0612 0.6200 8.9449 20.6498 SILT
6-7 29.8865 29.9415 0.0550 1.4400 20.7753 41.4251 (0/0)
7-8 29.7654 29.8060 0.0406 0.6900 9.9548 51.3800 44.6
8-9 29.7470 29.7807 0.0337 0.5500 7.9350 59.3150
9-10 26.9426 26.9708 0.0282 0.7000 10.0991 69.4141 CLAY
10-11 27.1121 27.1333 0.0212 1.4400 20.7753 90.1894 (0/0)
~11 28.6562 28.6630 0.0068 0.6800 9.8106 100.0000 48.6
Total Weight 6.9313
Standard
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
It cr+ Skt Kt
7.8326 2.7617 -0.7540 3.3239
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Coarse Fraction
TRT2S4
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Size Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment W~g!lL _~~igll! Perct:l1t
(cjl) Size Class Weight Percent Coarser Than
-
(g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
< -1 0.9892 1.0765 0.0873 0.0873 1.2442 1.2442
-1-0 0.9903 1.0555 0.0652 0.0652 0.9292 2.1734
0-1 0.9915 1.0954 0.1039 0.1039 1.4808 3.6542
1-2 0.9945 1.0913 0.0968 0.0968 1.3796 5.0338 SAND
2-3 0.9910 1.0257 0.0347 0.0347 0.4945 5.5284 (%)
3-4 0.9999 1.0285 0.0286 0.0286 0.4076 5.9360 '5.9
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval + O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(cjl) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 26.8917 26.9577 0.0660 0.0300 0.4276 6.3636
5-6 29.9218 29.9875 0.0657 0.6600 9.4064 15.7700 SILT
6-7 29.6742 29.7333 0.0591 1.5300 21.8057 37.5757 (%)
7-8 27.7957 27.8395 0.0438 0.7100 10.1190 47.6947 41.8
8-9 27.3048 27.3415 0.0367 0.5800 8.2662 55.9609
9-10 27.6357 27.6666 0.0309 1.4600 20.8081 76.7690 CLAY
10-11 30.3035 30.3198 0.0163 0.4000 5.7008 82.4699 (%)
:s11 30.1661 30.1784 0.0123 1.2300 17.5301 100.0000 52.3
Total Weight 7.0165
Standard
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
xt. cr. Sk. Kt
8.0383 2.7549 -1.0406 4.6146
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Coarse Fraction
TRT3S1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
to.
-Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent...tZe---
(~) Size Class Weight Percent Coarser Than
(g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
<-1 0.9892 1.5301 0.5409 0.5409 8.3555 8.3555
-1-0 0.9903 1.6043 0.6140 0.6140 9.4847 17.8402
0-1 0.9915 1.7430 0.7515 0.7515 11.6087 29.4488
1-2 0.9945 1.5553 0.5608 0.5608 8.6629 38.1117 SAND
2-3 0:9910 1.3260 0.3350 0.3350 5.1749 43.2866 (%)
3-4 0.9999 1.1913 0.1914 0.1914 2.9566 46.2432 46.2
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval + O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(~) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 28.2413 28.2761 0.0348 0.2700 4.1708 50.4140
5-6 28.4351 28.4672 0.0321 0.1800 2.7805 53.1945 SILT
6-7 27.8381 27.8684 0.0303 0.3100 4.7887 57.9832 (%)
7-8 27.3112 27.3384 0.0272 0.7400 11.4310 69.4142 23.2
8-9 28.3267 28.3465 0.0198 0.4700 7.2603 76.6745
9-10 29.8501 29.8652 0.0151 0.6000 9.2684 85.9429 CLAY
10-11 28.1720 28.1811 0.0091 0.6100 9.4229 95.3658 (%)
:s11 28.2812 28.2842 0.0030 0.3000 4.6342 100.0000 30.6
Total Weight 6.4736
Standard
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
xt 0'. S~ ~
4.7772 4.3088 0.0050 1.4973
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Co~rse Fraction
TRT3S3
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Size Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent
(cjl) Size Class Weight Percent Coarser Than
(g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
<-1 . 0.9892 1.1394 0.1502 0.1502 1.0516 1.0516
-1-0 0.9903 1.3108 0.3205 0.3205 2.2439 3.2955
0-1 0.9915 2.9803 1.9888 1.9888 13.9241 17.2197
1-2 0.9945 4.8708 3.8763 3.8763 27.1391 44.3587 SAND
2-3 0.9910 4.8318 3.8408 3.8408 26.8905 71.2492 (%)
3-4 0.9999 2.9164 1.9165 1.9165 13.4180 84.6672 84.7
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval +O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(cjl) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 29.1186 29.1405 0.0219 0.2500 1.7503 86.4175
5-6 28.6625 28.6819 0.0194 0.0200 0.1400 86.5575 SILT
6-7 30.1698 30.1890 0.0192 0.8200 5.7411 92.2986 (%)
7-8 30.5168 30.5278 0.0110 0.3500 2.4504 94.7490 10.1
8-9 28.3526 28.3601 0.0075 0.2000 1.4003 96.1493
, 9-10 26.9605 26.9660 0.0055 0.1000 0.7001 96.8494 CLAY
10-11 29.5810 29.5855 0.0045 0.0900 0.6301 97.4795 (%)
~11 30.2428 30.2464 0.0036 0.3600 2.5205 100.0000 5.3
Total Weight 14.2831
Standard
---...
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
xt cr. S~ ~
2.7766 2.4823 1.7179 6.1041
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Coarse Fraction
SBTlSl
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval Size Class Weight Percent Coarser Than
(1jI) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
<-1 0.9890 0.9890 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-1-0 0.9901 0.9901 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0-1 0.9905 1.0351 0.0446 0.0446 0.4336 0.4336
1-2 0.9928 1.0679 0.0751 0.0751 0.7301 1.1636 SAND
2-3 0.9900 1.1695 0.1795 0.1795 1.7450 2.9086 (%)
3-4 0.9916 3:0592 2.0676 2.0676 20.0995 23.0081 23.0
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval +O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(1jI) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 30.2041 30.2833 0.0792 4.3800 42.5788 65.5870
5-6 30.9891 31.0245 0.0354 0.0900 0.8749 66.4619 SILT
6-7 30.2583 30.2928 0.0345 1.1200 10.8877 77.3496 (%)
7-8 27.2732 27.2965 0.0233 0.7100 6.9020 84.2517 61.2
8-9 29.5098 29.5260 0.0162 0.2800 2.7219 86.9736
9-10 26.6126 26.6260 0~0134 0.4400 4.2773 91.2509 CLAY
10-11 30.1171 30.1261 0.0090 0.6300 6.1244 97.3753 (%)
:::11 28.7488 28~7515 0.0027 0.2700 2.6247 100.0000 15.7
Total Weight 10.2868
'\ Standard
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
~ 0'. S~ K.
5.5324 . 2.3241 1.0691 3.2401
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Coarse Fraction
SBT2S1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Size Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent
(~) '- - Size Class Weight Percent Coarser Tha,n
(g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
<-1 0.9890 0.9890 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-1-0 0.9901 0.9952 0.0051 0.0051 0.0424 0.0424
0-1 0.9905 1.0427 0.0522 0.0522 0.4337 0.4761
1-2 0.9928 1.1000 0.1072 0.1072 0.8907 1.3668 SAND
2-3 0.9900 1.4110 0.4210 0.4210 3.4980 4.8648 (%)
3-4 0.9916 3.5515 2.5599 2.5599 21.2698 26.1346 26.1
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval + O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(~) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
'\
4-5 29.6841 29.7730 0.0889 6.9300 57.5801 83.7147
5-6 29.8977 29.9173 0.0196 0.2900 2.4096 86.1243 SILT
6-7 30.1551 30.1718 0.0167 0.2500 2.0772 88.2015 (%)
7-8 30.0303 30.0445 0.0142 0.2500 2.0772 90.2787 64.1
8-9 29.8704 29.8821 0.0117 0.4400 3.6559 93.9346
. 9-10 29.9452 29.9525 0.0073 0.0300 0.2493 94.1838 CLAY
10-11 30.2610 30.2680 0.0070 0.3500 2.9081 97.0919 (%)
::11 26.9525 26.9560 0.0035, 0.3500 2.9081 100.0000 9.7
Total Weight 12.0354
Standard
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
:It 0'+ S~ ~
4.8359 1.9528 1.9762 6.9443
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Coarse Fraction
SBT2S2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Size Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent
(~) Size Class Weight Percent Coarser Than
(g) (g) (g) (g) -(%) (%)
<-1 0.9890 0.9890 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-1-0 0.9901 0.9901 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0-1 0.9905 0.9905 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1-2 0.9928 1.0437 0.0509 0.0509 0.7330 0.7330 SAND
2-3 0.9900 1.0555 0.0655 0.0655 ' 0.9433 1.6763 (%)
3-4 0.9916 1.0990 0.1074 0.1074 1.5467 3.2230 3.2
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval + O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(~) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 29.5536 29.6208 0.0672 1.1700 16.8496 20.0726
5-6 29.9815 30.0370 0.0555 1.3500 19.4418 39.5144 SILT
6-7 30.1192 30.1612 0.0420 0.2000 2.8803 42.3947 (%)
7-8 29.3415 29.3815 0.0400 1.9900 28.6587 71.0533 67.8
8-9 30.3002 30.3203 0.0201 0.0400 0.5761 71.6294
9-10 27.9336 27.9533 0.0197 0.0400 0.5761 72.2054 CLAY
10-11 27.4552 27.4745 0.0193 1.5000 21.6020 93.8074 (%)
:5 11 28.8632 28.8675 0.0043 0.4300 6.1926 100.0000 28.9
Total Weight -6.9438
Standard
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
X+ cr. S~ K,
7.3369 2.4510 0.1973 1.9543
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Coarse Fraction
SBT2S6
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + . Sediment Actual Cumulative
Size Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent
(,) Size Class Weight Percent Coarser Than
(g) (g) .(g) (g) (%) (%)
<-1 0.9890 1.0058 0.0168 0.0168 0.1017 0.1017
-1-0 0.9901 1.1964 0.2063 0.2063 1.2488 1.3505
0-1 0.9905 2.4898 1.4993 1.4993 9.0754 10.4259
1-2 0.9928 8.8465 7.8537 7.8537 47.5394 57.9653 SAND
2-3 0.9900 7.5093 6.5193 6.5193 39.4621 97.4274 (%)
3-4 0.9916 1.2866 0.2950 0.2950 1.7857 99.2131 99.2
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment· Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval +O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(,) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 29.6912 29.6925 0.0013 0.0200 0.1211 99.3342.
5-6 27.5237 27.5248 0.0011 0.0200 0.1211 99.4552 SILT
6-7 28.6296 28.6305 0.0009 0.0300 0.1816 99.6368 (%)
7-8 30.6652 30.6658 0.0006 0.0200 0.1211 99.7579 0.5
8-9 29.8816 29.8820 0.0004 0.0100 0.0605 99.8184
9-10 28.8373 28.8376 0.0003 0.0200 0.1211 99.9395 CLAY
10-11 27.5562 27.5563 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 99.9395 (%)
::11 27.7340 27.7341 0.0001 0.0100 0.0605 100.0000 0.2
Total Weight 16.5204
Stand~rd
Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
xt cr. Sk. ~
1.8563 0.8808 2.1601 23.1241
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Coarse Fraction
SBT3S5
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Phi Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Size Weight Sediment Weight in Sediment Weight Weight Percent
(~) Size Class Weight Percent Coarser Than
(g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
<-1 0.9890 1.0277 0.0387 0.0387 0.2650 0.2650
-1-0 0.9.901 1.1741 0.1840 0.1840 1.2600 1.5250
0-1 0.9905 2.5164 1.5259 1.5259 10.4494 11.9744
1-2 0.9928 7.8627 6.8699 6.8699 47.0451 59.0195 SAND
2-3 0.9900 3.3457 2.3557 2.3557 16.1318 75.1513 (%)
3-4 0.9916 1.3002 0.3086 0.3086 2.1133 77.2646 77.3
Fine Fraction
(2b) (4b)
Phi Size Beaker Beaker + Sediment Actual Cumulative
Class Weight Sediment Weight Sediment Weight Weight Percent
Interval +O.OO5g Finer Than Weight Percent Coarser Than
(~) (g) (g) (g) (g) (%) (%)
4-5 29.8956 29.9288 0.0332 0.5200 3.5610 80.8256
5-6 27.5760 21.6040 0.0280 0.7000 4.7936 85.6192 SILT
6-7 27.9888 28.0098 0.0210 0.4200 2.8762 88.4954 (%)
7-8 29.7392 29.7560 0.0168 0.5200 3.5610 92.0563 14.8
8-9 29.8952 29.9068 0.0116 0.2800 1.9174 93.9738
9-10 26.8425 26.8513 0.0088 0.4900 3.3555 97.3293 CLAY
10-11 27.3331 27.3370 0.0039 0.0200 0.1370 97.4662 (%)
::11 29.8356 29.8393 0.0037 0.3700 2.5338 100.0000 7.9
Total Weight 14.6028
Standard
. Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
~ cr. Sk. ~
2.8903 2.7040 1.6326 4.8276
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APPENDIX VII
ORGANIC CARBON CONTENT
For organic carbon content determination, a sample was taken from the ~ame 2-3
cm slice that yielded samples for grain size analysis. The seven Toms River samples and
five Silver Bay samples were dried in beakers in an oven at -90°C for 48 hours. The
samples were then cooled in a dessicator for -20 minutes and weighed. The samples
were heated on a hot plate to -90°C and 30 ml of 10% H202 was added. Watch glasses
were placed over each beaker to prevent any loss of sample. Additional amounts of30%
H20 2 in 5 ml increments were added to each sample until the character ofthe reaction
. .
between the organic material and the H202 changed from a violent, frothy boil to a
steady production of small bubbles with no foam. At this point no oxidizable organic
material remains and the sample is heated to evaporate the remaining liquid. Once the
samples have dried on the hot plate they are once again placed in the dessicator for
cooling and re-weighing. The weight loss due to removal ofthe organics times 100
divided by the initial dry sample weight is equal to the percent organic matter in each
sample (Gross, 1971). The results are summarized in table VII-I in this appendix.
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Table VII-l. Mass loss of organic matter by H202 oxidation. All samples were
collected from a 2 to 3 cm slice located 15 cm above the base of each core.
CORE MASS MASS
NAME LOSS (g) LOSS(%)
TOMS RIVER
TRT3S1 0.1753 8.65
TRT3S3 0.0238 1.16
TRT2S3 0.1076 7.76
TRT2S4 0.1255 6.24
TRT1S1 0.0164 0.63
TRT1S3 0.0812 3.86
TRT1S7 0.0249 1.28
SILVER BAY
SBT3S5 0.0461 2.10
SBT2S1 0.0389 1.90
SBT2S2 0.0505 2.20
SBT2S6 0.0164 0.70
SBT1S1 0.0376 1.40
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APPENDIX VIll
LABORATORY PERMEABll..ITY ANALYSIS
Following bulk density determination, each ofthe thirteen cores were opened
lengthwise and the lower 15 cm of each core was cut out for permeability tests. The
lower 15 cm were taken to get as close to the depth (47 cm) in which the in situ
measurements were made by the PISPPI. The length of 15 cm is used in accordance
with the ideal testing ratio of 2: 1, height to width, since the inner core diameter is 7.68
cm. Using a constant head test on a Geotest S5247 permeameter, each ofthe selected
sections was tested for (vertical) hydraulic conductivity. If any of the cores had shown
significant vertical changes in lithology (evident from the MSCL analysis) the vertical
position of the samples would have been selected to produce a homogeneous section to
be tested.
The constant head test determines hydraulic conductivity by measuring the
amount ofdistilled water (Q) flowing through the sediment section, the length (I) ofthe
~ .
section, the cross-sectional area (A) ofthe section, the head (h) ofwater, and t~e elapsed
time (t) over which the head ofwater is kept constant. Thus the hydraulic conductivity is
calculated as follows (Kashef, 1986):
K = (Q/A)(l/h) (Equation VIII-I)
It should be noted that the hydraulic conductivities determined for the gravity
cores reflect disturbed conditions because the sediment is unavoidably modified during
gravity core collection (Kashef, 1986). The major disturbance in gravity core collection
is compaction, especially in finer-grained sediments. The data for each ofthe
permeability samples is presented in this appendix.
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PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE TRTlSl
(MSCL) (within core)
Length
(em)
Ayerage Water Water Water Sample Sample Ayerage Sample Flow
Densit,· Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(g/em3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
2.10 fresh 2.5 76.2 13 7.727 7.993 12.66 ped to cap
8.144
I Total Core I 8.108 (Top, Middle, & Base)
-
26
0\
w
, ,
penneameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic Ayerage
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) lnten-al ConductiYity Hydraulic
TRTlSl (PSI) (pSn (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (cm/s) Conducthity
Calculated 3.212003033 2.21200303 1.654633918
Trial! 3.418 2.243 1.677 7.5 7.6 60 1.06E-05 8.52E-06
Tria12 3.418 2.243 1.677 7.7 7.85 60 1.59E-05
Trial 3 3.418 2.243 1.677 16 16.2 120 1.06E-05
Trial 4 3.418 2.243 1.677 16.2 16.3 120 5.29E-06
Trial 5 3.418 2.243 1.677 20.5 20.7 180 7.05E-06
Trial 6 3.418 2.243 1.677 20.2 20.25 180 1.76E-06
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE TRTlS3
(MSCL) (within core)
Length
(em)
Average Water Water Water Sample Sample Average Sample Flow
Densit:y Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(g/em3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
1.54 fresh 7.5 228.6 32 7.895 7.994 14.84 ped to cap
8.004
I Total Core I 8.083 (Top, Middle, & Base).. ~ __ -----"'-1_
-0\
.j;>.
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permeameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic A,'erage
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) lnten'al Conducti\ity Hydraulic
TRTlSJ (PSI) (pSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (emls) Conducthitv
Calculated 5.938675142 4.93867514 4.402677644
Triall 6.155 5.066 4.482 0.06 0.015 1800 1.80E-07 I.84E-07
Trial 2 6.155 5.066 4.482 0.055 0.0175 1800 1.50E-07
TrialJ 6.155 5.066 4.482 0.065 0.0075 1800 2.30E-07
Trial 4 6.155 5.066 4.482 0.05 0.005 1800 1.80E-07
Trial 5 6.155 5.066 4.482 0.Q3 0.0025 1200 1.65E-07
Trial 6 6.155 5.066 4.482 0.Q35 0.002 1200 1.98E-07
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE TRTlS7
(MSCL) (within core)
Length
(em)
Ayerage Water Water Water Sample Sample Average Sample Flow
Density Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(g/em3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
2.17 fresh 7 213.36 10 7.692 7.717333333 10.937 ped to cap
7.744
I Total Core I 7.716 (Top, Middle, & Base)y ..
20
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permeameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic Average
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) [nteryal Conducthit), Hydraulic
TRTlS7 (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (em/s) Conducthitv
Calculated 4.973699754 3.97369975 3.480956976
Triall 4.922 3.931 3.429 8.5 8.4 300 2.21E-06 2. 19E-Q6
Trial 2 4.922 3.946 3.436 8.7 8.6 300 2.17E-06
Trial 3 4.987 3.952 3.447 14.5 14.3 600 2.20E-06
Trial 4 4.998 3.965 3.458 14.9 14.7 600 2.19E-06
TrialS 5.002 3.967 3.458 19.2 18.9 900 2.18E-06
Trial 6 4.94 3.945 3.441 20.65 20.35 900 2.20E-06
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE TRT2S3
(MSCL) (within core)
Length
(em)
Average Water Water Water Sample Sample Average Sample Flow
Densit:y Used Dellth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(g/em3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
1.48 fresh 9 274.32 24.742 7.392 7.561666667 15.258 ped to cap
7.688
I Total Core I 7.605 (Top, Middle, & Base)
-
-1-0
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penneameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic Average
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) Interval Conductivity Hydraulic
TRT2S3 (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (em/s) Conducthitv
Calculated 6.30-1-729915 5.30472992 -1-.767-1-71152
Triall 6.318 5.301 U85 0.21 0.0-1-5 1800 8.59E-07 3.81E-07
Trial 2 6.383 5.373 4.843 0.1 0.015 1800 4.31E-07
Trial 3 6.354 5.366 4.832 0.07 0.035 1200 2.64E-07
Trial 4 6.325 5.344 4.818 0.085 0.05 1200 2.68E-07
TrialS 6.292 5.322 4.807 0.04 0.025 600 2.35E-07
Trial 6 6.343 5.344 4.814 0.035 0.02 600 2.28E-07
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE TRT2S4
(MSCL) (within core)
Length
(em)
Al'erage Water Water Water Sample Sample A,'erage Sample Flow
Densit)· Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(glem3) (fresh!salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
1.43 fresh 8 243.84 21.452 7.618 7.661666667 14.548 ped to cap
7.688
I Total Core I 7.679 (fop, Middle, & Base). ..
36
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penneameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume2 . Time Hydraulic Al'erage
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) Inten'al Conductivity Hydraulic
TRTIS4 (pSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (em/s) Conducthitv
Calculated 5.706705502 4.7067055 4.20425055
Triall 5.661 4.695 4.205 0.04 0.0725 1800 1.65E-07 1.50E-Q7
Trial 2 5.661 4.695 4.205 0.07 0.105 1800 1.78E-07
Trial3 5.661 4.695 4.205 0.065 0.09 1800 1.27E-07
Trial 4 5.759 4.792 4.226 0.05 0.02 1200 1.98E-07
Trial 5 5.759 4.792 4.226 0.035 0.Ql5 1200 1.32E-07
Trial 6 5.759 4.792 4.226 0.03 0.015 1200 9.92E-08
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE TRT3S1
(MSCL) (within core)
ungth
(em)
Average Water Water Water Sample Sample A,'erage Sample Flow
Density Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(g/em3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
1.41 fresh 5 152.4 19.634 7.432 7.594666667 12.366 ped to cap
7.61
I Total Core I 7.742 (Top, Middle, & Base)
-
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penneameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic A,'erage
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) Inten'al Conducthity Hydraulic
SBT3S1 (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (~) (em/s) Conducthitv
Calculated 4.263416749 3.26341675 2.838789631
Trial 1 4.293 3.286 2.891 4.5 4.45 1800 2.73E-07 4.60E-07
Trial 2 4.293 3.315 2.885 4.45 4.4 1800 2.51E-07
Trial 3 4.293 3.315 2.885 3.05 2.95 1200 7.53E-07
Trial 4 4.293 3.315 2.885 2.95 2.9 1200 3.76E-07
TrialS 4.293 3.329 2.89 1.6 1.55 600 7.37E-07
Trial 6 4.293 3.329 2.89 1.55 1.525 600 3.69E-07
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE TRT3S3
(MSCL) (within core)
28
Length
(ern)
, ,
perrneameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic A\'erage
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) Inten'al Conductivit)· Hydraulic
TRT3S3 (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (em/s) Conducthitv
Calculated 5.646005318 4.64600532 +.043778849
Trial 1 5.6+5 +.653 +.064 7 6.6 1800 1.58E-06 l.32E-06
Trial 2 5.798 4.641 4.136 6.4 6.15 1800 1.15E-06
Trial 3 5.791 4.637 4.107 3.85 4.1 1200 1.65E-06
Trial 4 5.806 4.63 4.093 3.9 4.05 1200 9.74E-07
TrialS 5.806 4.63 4.082 1.95 2.05 600 1.27E-06
Trial 6 5.822 4.623 4.086 1.9 2 600 1.30E-06
A"erllge Water Water Water Sample Sample Average Sample Flow
Density Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(g/em3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
1.97 fresh 8 243.84 13.742 7.946 7.856666667 14.258 ped to cap
7.68
I Total Core I 7.944 (Top, Middle, & Base)
-
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PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE TRT3S3
(MSCL) (within core)
Length
(em)
A\'erage Water Water Water Sample Sample Average Sample Flow
Density Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(g/em3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
1.97 fresh 8 243.84 13.742 7.946 7.856666667 14.258 ped to cap
7.68
I Total Core I 7.944 (Top, Middle, & Base)
-
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penneameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic Average
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) Interval Conductivity Hydraulic
TRT3S3 (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (emls) Conducthitv
Calculated 5.646005318 4.64600532 4.043778849
Trial 1 5.645 4.653 4.064 7 6.6 1800 1.58E-06 1.32E..()6
Trial 2 5.798 4.641 4.136 6.4 6.15 1800 1.15E-06
Trial J 5.791 4.637 4.107 3.85 4.1 1200 1.65E-06
Trial 4 5.806 4.63 4.093 3.9 4.05 1200 9.74E-07
Trial 5 5.806 4.63 4.082 1.95 2.05 600 1.27E-06
Trial 6 5.822 4.623 4.086 1.9 2 600 1.30E-06
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE SBTlSl
(MSCL) (within core)
Length
(ern)
A"erage Water Water Water Sample Sample Average Sample Flow
Densit)· Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(g/em3) (fresh/salt) (fi) (em) (em) (ern) (ern) (ern)
1.85 fresh 3 91.44 18 7.593 7.632 8.62 ped to cap
7.621
I Total Core I 7.682 (Top, Middle, & Base)
-
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pennearneter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic A"erage
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) Inten-al Conductivity Hydraulic
SBTlSl (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (rnl) (sec) (emls) Conducthitv
Calculated 3.378187662 2.37818766 2.028649413
Trial 1 4.132 2.82 2.301 0.45 0.42 1800 8.61E-08 8.68E'()8
Trial 2 4.132 2.82 2.301 0.38 0.34 1800 1.15E-07
Trial 3 4.132 2.82 2.301 0.34 0.285 1800 1.58E-07
Trial 4 4.132 2.82 2.301 0.45 0.47 1200 8.61E-08
TrialS 4.321 2.82 2.301 0.35 0.36 1200 4.31E-08
Trial 6 4.321 2.82 2.301 33.55 32.55 157200 3.29E-08
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE SBT2S1
(MSCL) (within core)
Length
(em)
, ,
permeameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic Average
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) Interval Conducthity Hydraulic
SBT2S1 (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (emls) Conducthitv
Calculated 4.959984066 3.95998407 3.362131098
Triall 3.501 3.944 3.371 0.025 0.032 600 8.97E-08 l.22E-07
Trial 2 4.942 3.944 3.371 0.025 0.03 600 6.41E-08
Trial 3 4.942 3.944 3.371 0.042 0.069 1200 1.73E-07
Trial 4 4.942 3.944 3.371 0.04 0.067 1200 1.73E-07
Trial 5 4.942 3.944 3.371 0.067 0.091 1800 1.03E-07
Trial 6 4.942 3.944 3.371 0.06 0.09 1800 1.28E-07
• 34
A"erage Water Water Water Sample Sample Average Sample Flow
Density Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(g/em3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (cm) (em)
1.83 fresh 6 182.88 19 7.767 7.814666667 14.856 ped to cap
7.865
I Total"Core I 7.812 (Top, Middle, & Base)
-
-..I
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE SBT2S2
(MSCL) (within core)
ungth
(em)
A\'erage Water Water Water Sample Sample Average Sample Flow
Density Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(g/em3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
1.55 fresh 6 182.88 15 7.744 7.724333333 14.305 ped to cap
7.689
I Total Core I 7.74 (Top, Middle, & Base)
30
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permeameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic Anrage
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) Inten-al Conductivity Hydraulic
SBT2S2 (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (em/s) Conducthitv
Calculated ~.660~48~38 3.660~~8~~ 3.141583743
Triall 5.178 3.8~8 3.152 0.06 0.03 1200 1.56E-07 1.74E-07
Trial 2 5.232 3.858 3.173 0.Q35 0.015 1200 1.06E-07
Trial 3 5:'232 3.858 3.173 0.05 0.005 1200 2.38E-07
Trial 4 5.232 3.858 3.173 0.05 0.015 1800 1.23E-07
Trial 5 5.232 3.858 3.173 0.08 0.005 1800 2.64E-07
Trial 6 5.232 3.858 3.173 0.07 0.04 1200 1.59E-07
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORE SBT2S6
(MSCL) (within core)
Length
(em)
Average Water Water Water Sample Sample Average Sample Flow
Densit)' Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(glem3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
2,16 fresh 3 91.44 10 7.804 7,811666667 14,636 ped to cap
7,804
I Total Core I 7.827 (fop, Middle, & Base)
-
.
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permeameter measured values
STATION Cell High Low Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic Average
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) Inten'al Conducthity Hydraulic
SBT2S6 (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (emls) Conducthih'
Calculated 3.407406637 2.40740664 1.748767934
Trial I 3.501 2.405 1.817 14.5 14.7 60 2.46E-05 3.l8E-05
'-
Trial 2 3.501 2.405 1.817 II.8 12.1 60 3.70E-05
Trial 3 3.501 2.405 1.817 21.8 22.4 120 3.70E-05
Trial 4 3.501 2.405 1.817 23 23.5 120 3.08E-05
Trial 5 3.501 2.405 1.817 28.4 29.2 180 3.28E-05
Trial 6 3.501 2.405 1.817 28.3 29 180 2.87E-05
PERMEABILITY RESULTS
CORESBT3S5
(MSCL) (within eore)
Length
(em)
Average Water Water Water Sample Sample Average Sample Flow
Densit)· Used Depth Depth Depth Width Width Height Direction
(glem3) (fresh/salt) (ft) (em) (em) (em) (em) (em)
1.62 fresh 4 121.92 20 7.686 7.718333333 15.478 perl to cap
7.744
I Total Core I 7.725 (Top, Middle, & Base)
-
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penneameter measured values
STATION Cell High UlW Volume 1 Volume 2 Time Hydraulic A"erage
NUMBER Pressure Pressure Pressure (pedestal) (Cap) Interval Conducthity Hydraulic
SBT3S5 (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (ml) (ml) (sec) (em/s) Conducthitv
Calculated 4.055450186 3.05545019 2.477925666
Trial 1 5.456 4.071 2.968 0.065 0.1l5 1200 1.78E-07 1.61E-Q7
Trial 2 5.456 4.071 2.968 0.06 0.11 1200 1.78E-07
Trial 3 5.456 4.071 2.968 0.085 0.17 1800 2.02E-07
Trial .. 5.456 4.071 2.968 0.08 0.15 1800 1.66E-07
TrialS 5.95 4.461 3.144 9 14.75 165600 1.24E-07
Trial 6 5.95 4.461 3.144 0.03 0.05 600 1.19E-07
APPENDIX IX
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PHYSICAL AND HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES
The influence of sediment physical properties (bulk density, organic carbon
content, mean grain size, sorting) on hydraulic conductivity was analyzed using a
stepwise multiple regression. All four parameters are used to calculate the regression
equation, followed by the removal of each parameter and re-calculation ofthe equation.
The program Statgraphics Plus v3.O was used to perform the regression.
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Mean Grain Size, Sorting, Organic Carbon Content, and Bulk Density
INPUT DATA
Station Mean Sorting Organic Bulk Hydraulic LOG
Name Grain (PHI) Carbon Density Conductivity ~aulic
Si7.e~ Content (%) (o/,.m~ (coos) Co ductivitv
TOMSRI iTER ;
TRT3S1 4.7772 4.3088 8.65 1.41 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT3S3 2.7766 2.4823 . 1.16 1.96 1.69E-06 5.77
TRT2S3 7.8326 2.7617 7.76 1.47 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT2S4 8.0383 2.7549 6.24 1.43 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT1S1 1.9966 1.4045 0.63 2.14 Bad Data
TRT1S3 6.2506 2.8411 3.86 1.6 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT1S7 1.9551 2.2949 1.28 2.17 1.97E-06 5.71
SILVER BAY ~
SBT3S5 2.8903 2.704 2.1 1.62 3.15E-07 6.5
SBT2S1 4.8359 1.9528 1.9 1.83 5.91E-07 6.23
SBT2S2 7.3369 2.451 2.2 1.55 2.95E-07 6.53
SBT2S6 1.8563 0.8808 0.7 2.16 Bad Data
SBT1S1 5.5324 2.3241 1.4 1.85 6.56E-08 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Rel!ression Statistics
RSauare 54.15%
Adiusted R SQuare 17.48%
Standard Error 0.466659
Mean Absolute Error 0.262863
Durbin-Watson Stat. 2.45091
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio I \ P-Value I
Regression 4 1.28615 0.321539 1,48 I 0.335 I
Residual 5 1.08886 0.217771
Total 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 6.11814 4.17521 1.46535 0.2027 -4.6146 16.8509
Mean Grain Size (PHI) 0.134525 0.157304 0.855192 0.4315 -0.269839 0.538889
Sortin2 (PHI) 0.11836 0.578096 0.204742 0.8458 -1.36769 1.60441
On~anic Carbon Cont -0.0052085 0.126406 -0.041204 0.9687 -0.330147 0.31973
Bulk Density (g/cm~)
-0.356881 1.4812 -0.240941 0.8192 -4.16443 3.45067
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hydraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.72253 -0.0125281
2 6.07994 -0.309939
3 6.93366 0.336337
4 6.98272 -0.422722
5 5.78596
6 6.70416 0.00583924
7 5.87168 -0.161676
8 6.23792 0.262082
9 6.33683 -0.106835
10 6.83061 -0.300613
11 5.6976
12 6.46995 0.710055
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Mean Grain Size, Sorting, and Organic Carbon Content
INPUT DATA
Station Mean Sorting Organic Hydraulic LOG
Name Grain (pHI) Carbon Conductivity Hydraulic
Size WHO Content (0/0) (cm/s) Conductivitv
TOMS RI rF,R
TRT351 4.7772 4.3088 8.65 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT353 2.7766 2.4823 1.16 1.69E-06 5.77
TRT253 7.8326 2.7617 7.76 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT254 8.0383 2.7549 6.24 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT151 1.9966 1.4045 0.63 Bad Data
TRT153 6.2506 2.8411 3.86 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT157 1.9551 2.2949 1.28 1.97E-06 5.71
SILVER BAY
58T355 2.8903 2.704 2.1 3.15E-07 6.5
58T251 4.8359 1.9528 1.9 5.91E-07 6.23
58T252 7.3369 2.451 2.2 2.95E-07 6.53
58T256 1.8563 0.8808 0.7 Bad Data
58T151 5.5324 2.3241 1.4 6.56E"(}8 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Re!!ression Statistics
RSauare 53.62%
Adiusted R Square 30.43%
Standard Error 0.428466
Mean Absolute Error 0.271662
Durbin-Watson Stat. 2.51959
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value I
Re~ession 3 1.27351 0.424505 2.31 T 0.1758 I
Residual 6 1.1015 0.183583
Total 9
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 5.16145 1.18521 4.35487. 0.0048 2.26133 8.06157
Mean Grain Size (PHI) 0.162584 0.0970919 1.67454 0.145 -0.0749919 0.40016
Sortin~ (PHI) 0.195406 0.442187 0.441908 0.674 -0.886589 1.2774
Organic Carbon Cont.
-0.0051228 0.11606 -0.044139 0.9662 -0.289113 0.278867
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hydraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.7358 -0.0257983
2 6.09199 -0.321993
3 6.9348 0.335195
4 6.97471 -0.414706
5 5.75728
6 6.71309 -0.00309056
7 5.9212 . -0.211196
8 6.14899 0.351015
9 6.31954 -0.0895444
10 6.82198 -0.291982
11 5.63178
12 6.5079 0.6721
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Mean Grain Size, Sorting, and Bulk Density
INPUT DATA
Station Mean Sorting Bulk Hydraulic LOG
Name Grain (pHI) Density Conductivity Hydraulic
Size {PHn (o/('m~ (cmls) Conductivity
TOMS RIVER
TRT381 4.7772 4.3088 1.41 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT383 2.7766 2.4823 1.96 1.69E-06 5.77
TRT283 7.8326 2.7617 1.47 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT284 8.0383 2.7549 1.43 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT181 1.9966 1.4045 2.14 Bad Data
TRT183 6.2506 2.8411 1.6 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT187 1.9551 2.2949 2.17 1.97E-06 5.71
SILVER BAY
88T385 2.8903 2.704 1.62 3.15E-07 6.5
88T281 4.8359 1.9528 1.83 5.9lE-07 6.23
88T282 7.3369 2.451 1.55 2.95E-07 6.53
88T286 1.8563 0.8808 2.16 Bad Data
88T181 5.5324 2.3241 1.85 6.56E-08 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Rel!ression Statistics
RSQuare 54.14%
Adjusted R Square 31.il%
Standard Error 0.426072
Mean Absolute Error 0.262974
Durbin-Watson Stat. 2.42743
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value I
Regression 3 1.28579 0.428595 2.36 I 0.1705 I
Residual 6 1.08922 0.181537
Total 9 2.37501 ...
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 6.16111 3.69122 1.46535 0.2027 -2.87101 15.1932
Mean Grain Size (Pill) 0.131335 0.125025 0.855192 0.4315 -0.174591 0.437261
Sortin~ (PHI) 0.101378 0.370115 0.204742 . 0.8458 -0.804262 1.00702
Bulk Densitv (lYcm.1) -0.356709 1.35237 -0.240941 0.8192 -3.66584 2.95242
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hydraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.72238 -0.0123849
2 6.07828 -0.308279
3 6.94542 0.324579
4 6.98602 -0.426016
5 5.80236
6 6.69933 0.0106735
7 5.87648 -0.16648
8 6.23697 0.263032
9 6.34143 -0.111429
10 6.82028 -0.290284
11 5.72371
12 6.46341 0.716588
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Mean Grain Size, Organic Carbon Content, and Bulk Density
INPUT DATA
Station Mean Organic Bulk Hydraulic LOG
Name Grain Carbon Density Conductivity Hydraulic
Size {PHn Irontent (% (o/..rn~ (cmls) Conductivity
TOMSRT 7F.R
TRT381 4.7772 8.65 1.41 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT383 2.7766 1.16 1.96 1.69E-06 5.77
TRT283 7.8326 7.76 1.47 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT284 8.0383 6.24 1.43 2.76E-Q7 6.56
TRT181 1.9966 0.63 2.14 Bad Data
TRT183 6.2506 3.86 1.6 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT187 1.9551 1.28 2.17 1.97E-06 5.71
SILVF.RBAY
88T385 2.8903 2.1 1.62 3.15E-07 6.5
88T281 4.8359 1.9 1.83 5.91E-07 6.23
88T282 7.3369 2.2 1.55 2.95E-07 6.53
88T286 1.8563 0.7 2.16 Bad Data
88T181 5.5324 1.4 1.85 6.56E-08 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Re2ression Statistics
RSquare 53.77%
Adjusted R Square 30.65%
Standard Error 0.427782
Mean Absolute Error 0.264626
Durbin-Watson Stat. 2.36777
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value I
Regression 3 1.27703 0.425675 2.33 1 0.1743 I
Residual 6 1.09798 0.182997
Total 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 6.77713 2.43792 2.77988 0.032 0.811738 12.7425
Mean Grain Size (PHI) 0.11059 0.0964865 1.14618 0.2954 -0.125504 0.346685
Or~anic Carbon Cont. 0.0132431 0.081254 0.162984 0.8759 -0.185579 0.212065
Bulk Densitv (lUcmj ) -0.524629 1.13116 -0.463796 0.6591 -3.29249 2.24324
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG HYdraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.6806 0.0297353
2 6.07128 -0.301281
3 6.9749 0.295101
4 6.9985
< -0.438503
5 5.88357 V"\.J
6 6.68009 0.0299051
7 5.87185 -0.161848
8. 6.27468 0.225323
9 6.37702 -0.147022
10 6.80448
-0.274477
11 5.85849
12 6.43693 0.743066
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Sorting, Organic Carbon Content, and Bulk Density
INPUT DATA
Station Sorting Organic Bulk Hydraulic LOG
Name (pHI) Carbon Density Conductivity Hydraulic
Content (% (JJ/{'m~ (cm/s) Conductivitv
TOMSRI ~R
TRT351 4.3088 8.65 1.41 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT353 2.4823 1.16 1.96 1.69E-06 5.77
TRT253 2.7617 7.76 1.47 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT254 2.7549 6.24 1.43 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT151 1.4045 , 0.63 2.14 Bad Data
TRT153 2.8411 3.86 1.6 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT157 2.2949 1.28 2.17 1.97E-06 5.71
SILVER BAY
58T355 2.704 2.1 1.62 3.15E-07 6.5
58T251 1.9528 1.9 1.83 5.91E-07 6.23
58T252 2.451 2.2 1.55 2.95E-07 6.53
58T256 0.8808 0.7 2.16 Bad Data
58T151 2.3241 1.4 1.85 6.56E-08 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Rel!ression Statistics
RSauare 47.45%
Adiusted R Sauare 21.17%
Standard Error 0.456093
Mean Absolute Error 0.257249
Durbin-Watson Stat. 1.95501
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value I
Re~ession 3 1.12689 0.375629 1.81 I 0.2463 I
Residual 6 1.24812 0.20802
Total 9
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 9.19758 2.06545 4.45307 0.0043 4.1436 14.2516
SortiD1~ (PHI) -0.249042 0.378057 -0.658741 0.5345 -1.17412 0.676033
Or~anic Carbon Cont. 0.0479938 0.107546 0.446262 0.6711 -0.215163 0.311151
Bulk Densitv (!!fern"') -1.29466 0.973181 -1.33034 0.2317 -3.67595 1.08663
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hydraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.71418 -0.00418306
2 6.09752 -0.327521
3 6.97908 0.290919
4 6.95961 -0.399611
5 6.10746
6 6.60383 0.106174
7 5.87807 -0.168072
. 8 6.52761 -0.0276069
9 6.43321 -0.20321
10 6.68604
-0.15604
11 6.21535
12 6.29085 0.88915
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Mean Grain Size, and Sorting
INPUT DATA
Station Mean Sorting Hydraulic LOG
Name Grain (pHI) Conductivity Hydraulic
SizelPHn (crnls) Conductivity
TOMSRI 'ER
TRT3S1 4.7772 4.3088 1.97E-Q7 6.71
TRT3S3 2.7766 2.4823 1.69E-Q6 5.77
TRT2S3 7.8326 2.7617 5.37E-Q8 7.27
TRT2S4 8.0383 2.7549 2.76E-Q7 6.56
TRT1S1 1.9966 1.4045 Bad Data
TRT1S3 6.2506 2.8411 1.97E-Q7 6.71
TRT1S7 1.9551 2.2949 1.97E-Q6 5.71
SILVER BAY
SBT3S5 2.8903 2.704 3.l5E-Q7 6.5
SBT2S1 4.8359 1.9528 5.91E-Q7 6.23
SBT2S2 7.3369 20451 2.95E-07 6.53
SBT2S6 1.8563 0.8808 Bad Data
SBT1S1 5.5324 2.3241 6.56E-08 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Rel!ression Statistics
RSQuare 53.61%
Adjusted R Square 40.35%
Standard Error 0.396747
Mean Absolute Error 0.27115
Durbin-Watson Stat. - 2.49923
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio T P-Value I
Regression 2 1.27316 0.636578 4.04 l 0.068 I
Residual 7 1.10185 0.157408
Total. 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 5.20417 0.633465 8.2154 0.0001 3.70626 6.70208
Mean Grain Size (PHI) 0.159433 0.0609416 2.61617 0.0346 0.0153291 0.303538
Sorting (PHI) 0.178666 0.21054.7 0.848581 0.4242 -0.3192 0.676533
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hvdraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.73565 -0.0256511
2 6.09035 -0.320354
3 6.94637 0.323631
4 6.97795 -0041795
5 5.77343
6 6.70833 0.00166843
7 5.9259 -0.215898
8 6.14809 0.351908
9 6.32407 -0.0940718
10 6.81183 -0.281826
11 5.65749
12 6.50146 0.678544
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Mean Grain Size, and Organic Carbon Content
INPUT DATA
Station Mean Organic Hydraulic LOG
Name Grain Carbon Conductivity Hydraulic
TOMS~ Size (PHl) Content (%
(cmls) Conductivity
'ER
TRT381 4.7772 8.65 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT383 2.7766 1.16 1.69E-06 5.77
TRT283 7.8326 7.76 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT284 8.0383 6.24 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT181 1.9966 0.63 Bad Data
TRT183 6.2506 3.86 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT187 1.9551 1.28 1.97E-06 5.71
SILVER BAY .I>
88T385 2.8903 2.1 3.15E-07 6.5
88T281 4.8359 1.9 5.91E-07 6.23
88T282 7.3369 2.2 2.95E-07 6.53
88T286 1.8563 0.7 Bad Data
88T181 5.5324 1.4 6.56E-08 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Rel!ression Statistics
RSQuare 52.11%
AdJusted R Square 38.43%
Standard Error 0.403086
Mean Absolute Error 0.28222
Durbin-Watson Stat. 2.44487 ~
ANOVA
rtf SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value I
Regression 2 1.23766 0.618831 3.81 I 0.076 I
Residual 7 1.13735 0.162478
Total 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 5.65934 0.346084 16.3525 0 4.84097 6.4777
Mean Grain Size (Pill) 0.137023 0.0733618 1.86777 0.104 -0.0364506 0.310496
Organic Carbon Cont. 0.0388648 0.0561451 0.692221 0.5111 -0.0938975 0.171627
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hydraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.6501 0.0598988
2 6.08488 -0.314876
3 7.03417 0.235829
4 7.00328 -0.443282
5 5.9574
6 6.66583 0.0441719
7 5.97698 -0.266975
8 6.13699 0.363012
9 6.39581 -0.165807
10 6.75016 -0.22016
11 5.9409
12 6.47181 0.708189
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Mean Grain Size, and Bulk Density
INPUT DATA
Station Mean Bulk Hydraulic LOG
Name Grain Density Conductivity Hydraulic
Size (PHI) i. (cmls) ConductivityIO/I'T
TOMSRT r'ER
TRT381 4.7772 1.41 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT383 2.7766 1.96 1.69E-06 5.77
TRT283 7.8326 1.47 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT284 8.0383 1.43 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT181 1.9966 2.14 Had Data
TRT183 6.2506 1.6 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT187 1.9551 2.17 1.97E-06 5.71
SlLVERBAY
88T385 2.8903 1.62 3. 15E-07 6.5
88T281 4.8359 1.83 5.91E-07 6.23
88T282 7.3369 1.55 . 2.95E-07 6.53
88T286 1.8563 2.16 Bad Data
88T181 5.5324 1.85 6.56E-08 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Rel!ression Statistics
RSouare 53.56%
Adjusted R SQuare 40.30%
Standard Error 0.396925
Mean Absolute Error 0.267067
Durbin-Watson Stat. 2.42633
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio T P-Value I
Re~ession 2 1.27216 0.636082 4.04 I 0.0682 . I
Residual 7 1.10285 0.157549
Total . 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 7.04383 1.67676 4.20086 0.004 3.07892 11:0087
Mean Grain Size (Pill) 0.109328 0.0892375 1.22513 0.2601 -0.101686 0.320341
Bulk Densitv (l!!cm") -0.649973 0.769667 -0.844487 0.4263 -2.46995 1.17
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hvdraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.64965 0.0603509
2 6.07344 -0.303443
3 6.94469 0.32531
4 6.99318 -0.433178
5 5.87117
6 6.68724 0.0227625
7 5.84714 -0.137136
8 6.30686 0.193136
9 6.38308 -0.153078
10 6.8385 -0.308499
11 5.84283
12 6.44623 0.733775
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Sorting, and Organic Carbon Content
INPUT DATA
Station Sorting Organic Hydraulic LOG
Name (PHI) Carbon Conductivity Hydraulic
Iroontent (% (cmls) Conductivity
TOMS RIVER
TRT381 4.3088 8.65 1.97E-07 . 6.71
TRT383 2.4823 1.16 1.69E-06 5.77
TRT283 2.7617 7.76 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT284 2.7549 6.24 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT181 1.4045 0.63 Bad Data
TRT183 2.8411 3.86 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT187 2.2949 1.28 1.97E-06 5.71
SILVER BAY
58T355 2.704 2.1 3.15E-07 6.5
58T281 1.9528 1.9 5.91E-07 6.23
58T282 2.451 2.2 2.95E-07 6.53
58T286 0.8808 0.7 Bad Data
58T151 2.3241 1.4 6.56E-08 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Rel!ression Statistics
RSauare 31.95%
Ad.iusted R Souare 12.50%
Standard Error 0.480517
Mean Absolute Error 0.329822
Durbin-Watson Stat. 1.93891
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value .)
Regression 2 0.758732 0.379366 1.64 I 0.26 I
Residual 7 1.61628 0.230897
Total 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 6.67389 0.86067 7.75429 0.0001 4.63872 8.70905
Sortin~ (PHI) -0.245727 0.398294 -0.616948 0.5568 -1.18755 0.696091
Organic carbon Cont. . 0.137761 0.0882287 1.56141 0.1624 -0.0708669 0.34639
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hvdraulic Conductivitv Residuals
1 6.80674 -0.0967358 .
2 6.22372 -0.453723
3 7.06429 0.205708
4 6.85657 -0.296566
5 6.41555
6 6.50751 0.202488
7 6.2863 -0.576304
8 6.29874 0.201259
9 6.45578 -0.225779
10 6.37469 0.155314
11 6.55388
12 6.29566 0.88434
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Sorting, and Bulk Density
INPUT DATA
Station Sorting Bulk Hydraulic LOG
Name (pHI) Density Conductivity Hydraulic
:i.. (cmls) ConductivityIVll'm
TOMSRf 'ER
TRT3S1 4.3088 1.41 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT3S3 2.4823 1.96 1.69E-06 . 5.77
TRT2S3 2.7617 1.47 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT2S4 2.7549 1.43 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT1S1 1.4045 2.14 Bad Data
TRT1S3 2.8411 1.6 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT1S7 2.2949 2.17 1.97E-06 5.71
SILVER BAY
SBT3S5 2.704 1.62 3.l5E-07 6.5
SBT2S1 1.9528 1.83 - 5.91E-07 6.23
SBT2S2 2.451 1.55 2.95E-07 6.53
SBT2S6 0.8808 2.16 Bad Data
SBT1S1 2.3241 1.85 6.56E-08 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT·
Rel!ression Statistics
R Sauare 45.70%
Adjusted R Square 30.19%
Standard Error 0.42921
Mean Absolute Error 0.271694
Durbin-Watson Stat. 2.. 13909
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value I
Regression 2 1.08546 0.54273 2.95 I 0.118 I
Residual 7 1.28955 0.184221
Total 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 9.56295 1.78448 5.35895 0.0011 5.34331 13.7826
Sortinj!; (PHI)
-0.148476 0.28566 -0.519764 0.6193 -0.823956 0.527004
Bulk Densitv (l!!cmJ ) -1.56715 0.71313 -2.19756 0.064 -3.25343 0.119141
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hvdraulic Conductivity Residuals.
~. 1 6.71352 -0.00351917
2 6.12278 -0.352779
3 6.8492 0.420803
4 6.91289 -0.352893
5 6.00072
6 6.63368 0.0763209
7 5.8215 -0.111503
8 6.62269 -0.122692
9 6.40513 -0.175126
10 6.76996 -0.239957
11 6.04713
12 6.31865 0.861346
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Organic Carbon Content, and Bulk Density
INPUT DATA
Station Organic Bulk Hydraulic LOG
Name Carbon Density Conductivity Hydraulic
"ontent (% (OIrmJ) (cm/s) Conductivity
TOMSRJ fER
TRT3S1 8.65 1.41 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT3S3 1.16 1.96 1.69E-06 5.77
TRT2S3 7.76 1.47 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT2S4 6.24 1.43 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT1S1 0.63 2.14 Bad Data
TRT1S3 3.86 1.6 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT1S7 1.28 2.17 1.97E-06 5.71
SILVER BAY
SBT3S5 2.1 1.62 3.l5E-07 6.5
SBT2S1 1.9 1.83 5.91E-07 6.23
SBT2S2 2.2 1.55 2.95E.o7 6.53
SBT2S6 0.7 2.16 Bad Data
SBT1S1 1.4 1.85 6.56E.o8 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Reeression Statistics
RSauare 43.65%
Adiusted R Sauare 27.55%
Standard Error 0.437263
Mean Absolute Error 0.281492
Durbin-Watson Stat. 1.93819
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value I
RelU'ession 2 1.03662 0.518309 2.71 I 0.1343 I
Residual 7 1.33839 0.191199
Total 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 8.67548 1.82858 4074437 0.0021 4.35155 12.9994
Or~anic Carbon Cont. 0.00576437 0.0827867 0.069629 0.9464 .0.189995 0.201524
Bulk Densitv (ID'cmJ ) -1.29044 0.932983 -1.38313 0.2091 -3.49659 0.915723
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hvdraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.90582 -0.195824
2 6.15291 -0.38291
3 6.82327 0.446732
4 6.86612 -0.306124
5 5.91758
6 6.63303 0.0769696
7 5.88261 -0.17261
8 6.59708 -0.0970764
9 6.32493 -0.0949322
10 6.68798 -0.157983
11 5.89217
12 6.29624 0.883759
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
--lnGluding Mean Grain Size
INPUT DATA
Station Mean Hydraulic LOG
Name Grain Conductivity Hydraulic
Size (PHn (cmls) Conductivity
TOMS Rl' rF,R
TRT3S1 4.7772 1.97E-D7 6.71
TRT3S3 2.7766 1.69E-D6 5.77
TRT2S3 7.8326 5.37E-D8 7.27
TRT2S4 8.0383 2.76E-D7 6.56
TRT1S1 1.9966 Bad Data
TRT1S3 6.2506 1.97E-D7 6.71
TRT1S7 1.9551 1.97E-D6 5.71
SILVER BAY
SBT3S5 2.8903 3. 15E-07 6.5
SBT2S1 4.8359 5.9IE-D7 6.23
SBT2S2 7.3369 2.95E-D7 6.53
SBT2S6 1.8563 B:idData
SBT1S1 5.5324 6.56E-D8 7.18
__ SUMMARY OUTPUT
Rel!ression Statistics
RSauare 48.83%
Adiusted R Sauare 42.44%
Standard Error 0.389744
Mean Absolute Error 0.31848
Durbin-Watson Stat. 2.73017
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value I
ReJ:U"ession 1 1.15981 1.15981 7.64 I 0.0246 I
Residual 8 . 1.2152 0.1519
Total 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 5.65738 0.334618 16.907 0 4.88575 6.42902
Mean Grain Size (Pill) 0.164596 0.0595669 2.76321 0.0246 0.0272339 0.301958
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hydraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.44369 0.266309
2 6.1144 -0.3444
3 6.9466
-
0.323403
4 6.98045 -0.420454
5 5.98602
6 6.68621 0.0237939
7 5.97918 -0.269185
8 6.13311 0.366885
9 6.45335 -0.223352
10 6.86501 -0.335007
11 5.96292
12 6.56799 0.612007
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Sorting
INPUT DATA
S(ation Sorting Hydraulic LOG
Name (pHl) Conductivity Hydraulic
(cmls) Conductivity
TOMS~ 'ER
TRT3S1 4.3088 , 1.97E-Q7 6.71
TRT3S3 2.4823 1.69E-Q6 5.77
TRT2S3 2.7617 5.37E-Q8 7.27
TRT2S4 2.7549 2.76E-Q7 6.56
TRT1S1 1.4045 Bad Data
TRT1S3 2.8411 1.97E-Q7 6.71
TRT1S7 2.2949 1.97E-Q6 5.71
SILVER BAY
SBT3S5 ·2.704 3. 15E-Q7 6.5
SBT2S1 1.9528 5.91E-07 6.23
SBT2S2 2.451 2.95E-Q7 6.53
SBT2S6 0.8808 Bad Data
SBT1S1 2.3241 6.56E-Q8 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Re2ression Statistics
RSQuare 8.24%
Adjusted R Square 0.00%
Standard Error 0.52192
Mean Absolute Error 0.347253
Durbin-Watson Stat. 2.10551
ANOVA
df ~» SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value I
Regression 1 0.195804 0.195804 0.72 I 0.4212 I
Residual 8 2.17921 0.272401
Total 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 5088904 0.758835 7.76063 0.0001 4.13916 7.63892
Sortin~ (PHI) 0.233654 0.275592 0.847825 0.4212 -0.401864 0.869171
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hydraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.89581 -0.185808
2 6.46904 -0.69904
3 6.53432 0.735677
4 6.53273 0.0272658
5 6.21721
6 6.55288 0.157125
7 6.42525 -0.715254
8 6.52084 -0.0208413
9 6.34532 -0.115321
10 6.46173 0.0682731
11 6.09484
lZ 6.43208 0.747924
(
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Organic Carbon Content
INPUT DATA
Station Organic Hydraulic LOG
Name Carbon Conductivity Hydraulic
r<ontent (% (cmls) Conductivity
TOMSRT rF,R
TRT3S1 8.65 1.97E-07 6:71
TRT353 1.16 1.69E-06 5.77
TRT253 7.76 5.37E-08 7.27
TRT254 6.24 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT151 0.63 Bad Data
TRT1S3 3.86 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT1S7 1.28 1.97E-06 5.71
SILVER BAY
S8T355 2.1 3.15E-07 6.5
58T251 1.9 5.91E-07 6.23
S8T252 2.2 2.95E-07 6.53
58T256 0.7 Bad Data
58T1S1 1.4 6.56E-08 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Rel!ression Statistics
RSQuare 28.25%
Adjusted R SQuare 19.28%
Standard Error 0.461541
Mean Absolute Error 0.339298
Durbin-Watson Stat. 1.7611
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio I P-Value I
Remssion 1 0.670847 0.670847 3.15 I 0.1139 I
Residual 8 1.70416 0.21302
Total 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 6.16684 0.245431 25.1266 0 . 5.60087 6.73281
Organic Carbon Cont. 0.0958031 0.0539857 1.7746 0.1139 -0.0286884 0.220295
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hvdraulic Conductivity Residuals
1 6.99554 -0.285537
2 6.27797 -0:507971
3 6.91027 0.359728
4 6.76465 -0.204651
5 6.2272
6 6.53664 0.17336
7 6.28947 -0.579468
8 6.36803 0.131974
9 6.34887 . -0.118866
10
-
6.37761 0.152394
11 6.2339
12 6.30096 0.879036
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REGRESION ANALYSIS FOR TOMS RIVER AND SILVER BAY:
Including Bulk Density
INPUT DATA
Station Bulk Hydraulic LOG
-
Name Density Conductivity Hydraulic
fo/rm3, (coos) Conductivity
TOMSRI IRR
TRT3S1 1.41 1.97E.o7 6.71
TRT3S3 1.96 1.69E.o6 5.77
TRT2S3 1.47 5.37E.o8 7.27
TRT2S4 1.43 2.76E-07 6.56
TRT1S1 2.14 Bad Data
TRT1S3 1.6 1.97E-07 6.71
TRT1S7 2.17 1.97E.o6 , 5.71 .
SILVER BAY
SBT3S5 1.62 3.15E-07 6.5
SBT2S1 1.83 5.91E.o7 6.23
SBT2S2 1.55 2.95E.o7 6.53
'SBT2S6 2.16 Bad Data
SBT1S1 1.85 6.56E.o8 7.18
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Re!!ression Statistics V
R Sauare 43.61%
Adiusted R Sauare 36.56%
Standard Error 0.409163
Mean Absolute Error 0.282359
Durbin-Watson Stat. 1.97762
ANOVA
df SS MS F-Ratio T P-Value I
Re~ession 1 1.03569 1.03569 6.19 I 0.0377 I
Residual 8 1.33932 0.167415
Total 9 2.37501
Coeffcients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Constant 8.78282 0.92012 9.5453 0 6.66102 10.9046
Bulk Densitv ((!/cmJ ) -1.34152 0.539359 -2.48724 0.0377 -2.58528 .0.0977504
RESIDUAL OUTPUT
Observations Predicted LOG Hvdraulic Conductivitv Residuals
1 6.89128 -0,181283
2 6.15345 -0.383449
3 6.81079 OA59208
4 6.86445 -0.304453
5 5.91198
6 6.6364 0.0736409
7 5.87173" -0.16173
8 6.60956 -0.109565
9 6.32785 -0.097846
10 6.70347 -0.173471
11 5.88515
12 6.30102 0.878984
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